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Panel

Kills Attempt to

Legalize Homosexual

—

Acts in Arkansas
By James Jefferson
Associated Press Writer

LITTLE ROCK (AP) — For the
third time in six years, a Senate com—
mittee killed legislation Feb. 24 that
would make private, consensual ho—
mosexual acts legal in Arkansas.
The state sodomy law makes
sexual acts between people of the
same sex a misdemeanor, along with
sex with an animal.
Sen. Vic Snyder, D—Little Rock,
has sponsored legislation to remove
privatehomosexual acts from the
law in three consecutlve regular ses—

AIDS Clinic Threatened
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — The for The Med, said it was a difficult
Regional Medical Center at Mem— meeting.
phis is no longer providing special
‘The staff was there talking about
clinics for cancer and heart disease how they felt, about how patients
and AIDS may be next because of a will be affected. That‘s difficult to
state decision to end supplemental listen to," she said.
In January the state ended $217
TennCare funding.
The proposal by The Med offi— million in supplemental TennCare
cials also calls for cutting 600 of the funding to 112 hospitals. The Med‘s
hospital‘s 3,000 workers and drop— share was $42 million, which was
ping 100 of 488 beds. Three hundred used to pay for indigent care and
workers were fired in early March, medical education.
but a court order halted additional
TennCare supplemental funding
firing until at least April 1
had to be dropped because of bud—
"We have no choice. If the state get problems, state ofﬁcmls said in
isn‘t going to pay for patient care, January.
A few concerned persons with
we will have to change what we do,"
Burt Waller, The Med‘s chiefexecu— HIV and their friends gathered for a
tive, told The Commercial Appeal . candlelight action on March 14. Print
The full board met Feb. 22 to and video media covered the event
consider the proposed cuts but de— and one Med employee exclaimed
ferred a decision until a week later. "Why aren‘t we all out here?" Mem—
The initial cuts, including the clin— bers of ACT—UP and the newly or—
ics for cancer and heart disease, have ganized "Helping Our Own People"
been implemented
(HOOP) were separately inter—
Marie Knight, a spokeswoman viewed by media representatives.

Sharon D. Way
Sharon Wray
Selected as
Tsarus ‘Man of
the Year‘
One of the few secrets kept in the
Gay and Lesbian Community is the
identity of the Tsarus "Man of the
Year." Sharon D.Wray was honored
as this year‘s recipient Mar. 15 at
WKRB. She was taken totally aback
as she had been scheduled only to
speak. The title is awarded annually
to an organization or indivdual (male
or female) for conspicuous commu—
nity service.
This year, for the first time,
Tsarus solicited nominations from
the Gay and Lesbian community for
its award. Sharon was chosen from
among 18 groups and individuals in
membership balloting that took a
marathon 8 hours to complete.

sans.
A United Methodist minister,
Fulwider said his denomination
has struggled with the issue of ho—
mosexuality for many years.
"Many of us believe and under— Activists Applaud
stand it as one of the ways God
creates God‘s human beings," he Restored AIDS Funds,
said. "We don‘t believe the state
has any business legislating or dic—
Ask for More
tating what consenting adults do
in the privacy of their own
By Nita Lelyveld
stored $100 million for the housing
homes."
program failed. Activists asked law—
Shirley Herndon of Little Rock
makers to try again when the spend—
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
AIDS
described her daughter, whom she
ing cuts package reaches the House
activists
lauded
the
House
Appro—
did not name, as an. upstandmg
Iliness prevented last year‘s win—
citizen of the state and good|per- priationsCommitteeonMar. 3 for ﬂoor
_ ner. Dennis Kijowski, from attend—
son who for a decade has been in— its decisionto restore $36million—_ T| :
ing, italettersaluting Sharon was
that it previously had decided to cut numerousbarriers|ingetting hous——
volved in a Lesbian relationship.
ing
—
from
discriminatory
landlords
from
AIDS
programs
this
year.
And
readto
the audience. Holy Trinity
Ms. Herndon criticized the sod—
omy law as an unconstitutional in— theyasked lawmakers to try also to to financial crises — and have Community Church‘s associate pas—
fringement on her daughter‘s right win back money for an emergency enough to worryabout in their ill— tor Ed Hammett also spoke and
housing program for people living ness without the looming threat that Tsarus president Skeeter Hamby
to live her life as she saw fit.
they will soon be on the street.
hosted the ceremonies.
But opponents of the measure with the disease.
The National Commission on
Sharon‘s sister Betty Wray told
"Too many people with AIDS in
noted the 8th U.S. Circuit Court
AIDS
has
estimated
that
15
percent
the
audience that Sharon was always
this
country
find
themselves
shuffled
of Appeals‘ affirmation of the law
of
all
homeless
people
are
HIV
posi—
a
risk—taker,
although sometimes
between
acute
health
care
hospitals,
in 1983.
"Our law is constitutional and, medically unsafe shelters and the tive and that that number is rising fast. Betty was the one who bore the brunt
About 33,000 people with AIDS of Sharon‘s childhood adventures.
basically, we ought to just leave streets," Aimee Berenson, legislative
now
depend on the housing pro—
Vincent Astor, the Memphis
counsel
for
the
AIDS
Action
Coun—
well enough alone," said Jerry
gram,
according
to
the
National
Or—
cil,
told
a
Capitol
news
conference.
Gay/Lesbian
community‘s de facto
Cox, director of Arkansas Family
On Mar. 2, before passing a GOP ganizations Responding to AIDS, a historian, recounted his first meet—
Council, a conservative group that
spending cuts package of more than coalition of AIDS groups.
ing with Sharon in 1976 and per—
focuses on family issues.
The
program,
which
Congress
formed an impromtu monologue as
$17
billion,
members
of
the
House
Larry Page of the Christian
Civic Action Committee said the panel voted to rescind two cuts — created in 1990, provides grant Ernestine, the [Gay] Switchboard
law was an important public policy $13 million for the Ryan White money to state and local govern— operator. [SeeAstor‘s Heritage col—
statement "that some behavior is CARE Act and $23 million for ments to help meet the housing needs umn on Sharon Wray on page 19.]
Sharon herself thanked everyone
not appropriate, regardless of how AIDS prevention programs run by of people with the HIV virus and
AIDS. It is administered by the De— responsible and remarked that, be—
politically incorrect that view the Centers for Disease Control.
But an amendment by Rep. Louis partment of the Housing and Urban ing a former president ofTsarus, she
would be."
Stokes,
D—Ohio that would have re— Development.
appreciated the honor on a more in—
The committee voted the bill

sions.
He said Feb. 24 that heterosexu—
als in Arkansas can privately engage
in any kind of consensual sex they
choose without state interference.
"But if you are Gay or Lesbian,
the state has a right to go in your
home and arrest you," Snyder said.
"We‘re just one aggressive, mis—
guided prosecutor away from hav—
ing an ugly incident in this state."
Former Sen. John Pagan, a con—
stitutional lawyer, said the issue was
not whether the Legislature approves
of homosexuality, but whether law—
makers believe in the rights of pri—
vacy and equal protection.
Some states have repealed simi—
lar sodomy laws and the courts have
invalidated them in other states, he
said.
"There‘s nothing at all radical
about this bill. This bill is very
much in the mainstream of current
American legal thought," Pagan
down on a voice vote. The only
said.
About a dozen spectators in the member other than Snyder to voice
Senate Judiciary Committee meet— . support for it was Sen. Mike
ing wore lapel stickers supporting Everett, D—Marked Tree.
Two years ago, Everett re—
Snyder‘s bill, including the Rev.
Bryan G. Fulwider of the Interfaith vealed in emotional testimony he —
Council, a group of 14 faiths rep— had accepted his son after learn—
resenting. about 450,000 Arkan— ing he was a homosexual.

Gays at the Oscars
Gay winners at the Oscars Mar. 27 were not altogether unexpected.
First, Lazzie Gardiner and Tim Chappel won the Best Costumes
category for Priscilla, Queen ofthe Desert. Then, Trevor, a story of
Gay teen suicide won Best Short Subject followed by Elton John and
Tim Rice for Can You Feel the Love Tonight as Best Song.

Club Offering
JPottoPWAs

timate level than most people could.
She is the only woman ever to be a
member of Tsarus and recéntly re—
tired tohonorary status. This made
the award possible as full Tsarus
members are ineligible for the
award.
See Sharon Wray on page 11
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No Guarantees— No Question

Opinions expressed in editorials and
By Allen Cook
TJN Co—Editor
The threatened closing of the Adult Spe—
cial Care Clinic at The Med has spurred some
activist activity of late.
A new group, Help Out Our People
(HOOP) has announced a multi—million goal
to save the unit.
ACT—UP held a candlelight vigil Mar. 14
protesting the cuts and the proposed closing.
People are being called on to write or call
their state legislators urging a bail—out.
The impression we get is that AIDS pa—
tients (not to mention the heart and cancer
patients affected by other clinic closings) will
no longer be able to receive treatment for their
conditions. While that makes great copy, it is
not really true for the vast majority. People
with AIDS will not be out on the street. with—
out any hope of medical care.
Since the inception of TennCare, most pa—
tients at Adult Special Care who qualify have
been enrolled. Many others are already cov—
ered under existing private insurance arrange—
ments. If they are still working, they must pay
a portion of the premium. It is TennCare which
has been paying their bills at The Med. With a
cut in funding, The Med says it may no longer
be able to operate the clinic. The real result is

that people who formerly used the Adult Spe—
cial Care Clinic will now have to find other
providers of health care. It won‘t be easy, but
it won‘t be impossible.
&
What is really being lost here is the level
of expertise gathered in one place to tackle
the problems encountered by people with HIV
disease. As alternatives, private hospitals and
physicians may or may not have a similar level
of knowledge. After all, they have relied on
the Med‘s clinic to deal with the problem.
There‘s a theory being circulated that per—
haps the Adult Special Care clinic is not the
drain on The Med‘s finances one might sup—
pose. In fact, compared to the heart and can—
cer clinics, the patients at Adult Special Care
might be better off insurance—wise than most.
HIV patients, more often than not, do not come
to Adult Special Care in a crisis like a heart
attack or brain tumor. Theirs is, as we have
come to realize, a progressive chronic condi—
tion — one which allows for some planning.
The theory further asserts that Adult Special
Care might even be bringing in some money
for the hospital and that if The Med chooses
to close it down, a private hospital might con—
sider opening a similar clinic.
All that, of course, is speculation.
What is real is that The Med‘s AIDS clinic
is widely considered the best place for a per—
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son with HIV to be seen, evaluated and treated.
Despite deficiencies in other areas, The Med
has done a good job with this clinic.
There is, however, a sense of betrayal in
the Gay community at this potential closing.
As a community, we have supported The Med
financially. We have raised money for the
clinic. Have we been pissing in the wind or
have we been deceiving ourselves into believ—
ing that the administration of The Med cared?
Are they using the clinic as a pawn in the po—
litical game of funding or are they really will—
ing to let a large number of people fend for
themselves medically?
As president of Friends For Life HIV Re—
sources, I have been reluctant to criticize ef—
forts to raise money for AIDS organizations
other than my own. All AIDS organizations
play on our internalized guilt, our sense of loss
for loved ones, or our collective attitude of
"We‘ve got to do something now!"
But how often do we look closely at the
organizations we‘re raising money for?
The money raised for the Adult Special
Care Clinic is funneled through The Med
Foundation—a charitable arm of the hospital.
While the foundation routinely dispenses
money to care for the indigent and provide
some hospital facilities, it cannot guarantee that
money donated for the specific purpose will,
in fact, be used for that purpose. So the ques—
tion becomes, was the money donated to sup—
port the Adult Special Care Clinic used for
that purpose or was it diverted to some other
"more important" use?
If HOOP succeeds in raising the millions
needed to keep the clinic open, will the money
be used for that purpose? We have no guaran—
tees.
&
Money donated to "AIDS research" at St.
Jude is funneled through ALSAC, St. Jude‘s
fund raising arm. While St. Jude is a truly won—
derful institution and worthy of your support,
donations to ALSAC are not designated for
particular purposes either. In fact, ALSAC is
not sanctioned by the Better Business Bureau
as a charity with an appropriate cost—to—funds—

raised ratio.
Aloysius Home is another AIDS charity
worthy of support, but one has to question the
wisdom of having to raise over a quarter of a
million dollars to renovate an $80,000 build—
ing which will house fewer than a dozen people
with AIDS at any given time. It is designed as
temporary housing for people who are ambu—
latory and is not going to be, as widely be—
lieved, an AIDS hospice. While such a facility
is necessary, the estimated annual cost per bed
is likely to exceed the cost of keeping some—
one in their own home provided with home
health care.
If all of these options are on the one hand,
Friends For Life HIV Resources ison the other.
Friends For Life predates Adult Special
Care, St. Jude‘s AIDS program, Aloysius
Home and all the rest. When money ran dan—
gerously low for financial assistance a few
years ago, it sought and won a grant from the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) to provide emergency housing assis—
tance. For the past two years, it has distrib—
uted HOPWA (Housing Opportunities for
People With AIDS) money to assist clients in
maintaining adequate living quarters.
It offers a bi—weekly dinner for people with
AIDS, their caregivers and friends. It provides
professionally— facilitated support groups to as—
sist people in coping with HIV and AIDS. It
operates a food and grocery pantry for its cli—
ents. Its holiday toy drive provided the chil—
dren of HIV—infected parents with presents
regardless of their ability to buy. It provides
educational outreach in the area of safer sex
and HIV prevention. It even provides free
condoms and dental dams to anyone needing
or wanting them. In short, it‘s been there for
us—never wavering and always accountable.
Friends For Life has maintained an incred—
ible presence in our community. When we give
to Friends For Life, we know the money will
be spent to provide new or expand existing
services to people with HIV and AIDS. No
question!
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Spport for Gay Causes
Trademark Office, and Assistant
administration
tocommunity,
reach out politi—
Housing Secretary Roberta
cally
to
the
Gay
which
Achtenberg— were also at the party.
hasbeensomewhatdisappointedby
Elizabeth Birch, executive direc—
President
Clinton.
tor of the campaign fund, acknowl—
Among
their
complaints
have
edged that the reception, while
beenthepresident‘sinabilitytoover—
festive and pleasant, had political un—
turn
the
ban
on
homosexuals
in
the
dertones.
military
and
the
Justice
Depart—
"Evenings like tonight and reach—
ment‘srefusaltosupportlegalchal—
ing out in significant ways between
lenges
to
anti—Gay
initiatives.
now and 1996 will be absolutely
Butthere
haveof Clinton‘s
been advancesas
necessary gestures as part ofan over—
well.
Several
openly
all calculation for political victory,"
Gay
appointees—
including
Bruce
Lehman,headoftheU.S.Patentand she"Isaid.think the president feels ex—

Gores Entertain Gay Activists at Home; Voice

By KimPress
I. MillsWriter
Associated
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
PresidentAlGoreandhiswife,Tip—
per,reachedouttotheGay
commu—
nityandentertained150o
f
i
tspolitical
activistsataparty
intheirhome.
Apianistplayed
showat thetunesbuffet
and
apet
Labradorbegged
tableasofficersandmembersofthe
Humanlobby,Rights
Campaign
Fund,thea
Gay
rubbed
elbows
with
Goreson Mar. 3.

"It‘sawonderfulthingtodowhat
you‘re
doing,
and that‘s
devoting
your
lives
to
others,"
Gore
told
the
guests.
"This
dedication
is
an
out—
growthoftheway
liveyouren—
tire"We
lives."very deeplyyoushare
your
vi—
sion
ofasociety
that
isfair
and
free
ofdiscrimination
forweGay
andyouLes—to
bian
people,
and
want
knowThethat,"
Mrs.
Gore took
said. note of
vice
president
what heMar.called
"a tremendous
tory"
2 when
the House vic—
Ap—

propriationsCommitteevotedto
re—
store
$36
million
that
i
t
previously
had decided
to cut from AIDS pro—
grams
this
year.
The"wasHuman
Rights[Campaign]
Fund
instrumental
inverythis well
vic—
tory
and
we
understand
why
itissoimportantto
haveanor—
ganization
that
fights
for
the rights
ofAmericanstobefreeofdiscrimi—
nationandtohaveaself—government
that
responds
to the challenges that
weface,"
he
said.
Thereceptionwasaneffortbythe
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tremely unappreciated, and whether
or not the administration has legiti—
mate reasons for feeling that, the fact
is that Gay and Lesbian people are
somewhat disenchanted."
Gay and Lesbian voters were
widely credited with helping Clinton
win election in 1992. David Mixner,
a Clinton friend and political adviser
who is openly Gay, raised millions
of dollars in that community for the
campaign.
Jeff Sachse, a Chicago attorney,
said he is already planning to vote
for Clinton again in 1996, should he
run. "I think there‘s some dismay
(among Gays), but I think you have
to be politically realistic," he said.
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Speakers Half—Sister Lobbies Congress for Gay Rights
Askedrepeatedlyduringherday
she thought
he should
By Nita Press
Lelyveld
"My position is that tolerance is
onCapitol
Hill ifshefeltherbrother because
know,"shesaid.
"Andthrough
her,
notenough,"
shesaid. "At thispoint
Associated
Writer wasanti—Gay,Ms.Gingrichsaidno.
I
found
out
that
his
reaction
was
we
have
no
federal protections. At
"He‘sjust
maybe
uninformed,"
prettymuchonethatkindofempow—
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Newt
any
point
on
thejob we can be fired
she
said.
"Maybe
he
hasn‘t
had
eredme—becausehisresponsewas
just
for
being
Gay or Lesbian, and
Gingrich‘sLesbianhalf—sisterjoined
people
from
both
sides
giving
him
thatit‘smylifeandIhaveeveryright
Gay
activists
lobbying
Congress
that‘s
completely
unrelated to job
information."
tolivei
t
thewaythatI
feelIshould."
performance
or
ability.
Mar.
6.
The
two
of
them
had
a
Asked ifsheapproved ofhispo— But Ms. Gingrich said her "That‘s discrimination. That‘s
friendly
chat
at
day‘s
end,
though
liticalagenda,shereplieddiplomati—
brother‘sattitudewasn‘tadequateas
not tolerance. That‘s something
shesaidtheascendancyofhisparty
cally,
"Icertainly
admire
hisefforts
apolicy
stance.
wrong.
And most American people
waswhat
drove
herinto
greaterac—
totryto
mendthingseconomically.
tivism.
Ihaven‘treallydissectedhismethod
She saiduninformed."
he is not anti—Gay
buthe yet,
mvaw
but
I
think
his
intent
isgood."
"maybe
He
said
But about
she stucka comment
to her gunsshewhen
lovesheranddoesn‘t"mixmyfam—
by
asked
ily "The
with myRepublicans
politics." being in con— made that she probably would hasnot
voteforhim.
$ "*
trol
meansthatsomeofthesupport
{
"It‘s
not
a
family
thing.
It‘s
not
that
we‘ve
been
used
to
with
the
®®
personal,"
she said. "But unfortu—
Democrats
isn‘t
there
anymore,"
natelywe‘recompletelyindisagree—
CandaceGingrichsaidasshe
made
mentI onwouldn‘t
90 percent
of thesomebody
issues.
&
her
lobbying
rounds.
"So
it‘s
kind
&
And
vote
for
ofcommitment
time for alltooftheusthings
to renew
our
disagreed
withhim."me, so no, I
that we that
wouldn‘t
votefor
findMs.important."
The activistsdrawvisited
dozensto keyof
Gingrich,
28,ofHarrisburg,
lawmakersto
attention
KC ENP HK IS
Pa.,wasinvitedtojointhelobbying
concerns—from
threatenedcutsin
effort of the Human Rights Cam— AIDS funding to problems ofjob
paignFund,thenation‘slargestGay
WELCOMES YOU TO
discrimination. Ms. Gingrich met
and
Lesbianpoliticalgroup.Shevis—
withPennsylvaniaRepublicansSen.
itedherbrotherbrieflyafteradayof Arlen Specter and Rep. George
visitswithPennsylvanialawmakers.
Gekas,Rickas well
asastaffmemberof
Thefamilymeetingwasarranged
Sen.
Santorum,
R—Pa. he be—
athalf—sister,
the speaker‘s
request
by
another
Herbrothertold
reporters
Robertaspecialist
Brown, 44,froma lieves "AIDS research is very im—
WKEBE
home
economics
portant"thoughnotmore
important
CampHill,
Pa.,
whowasin
townto
thanresearchonheartattacks,breast
attend
a
conference.
Reporters
and
cameracrewswereinvited
in astheon cancerorotherformsofcancerthat
111 North
in Memphis
might
affect
children.
"I
think
any
three
siblings
sat
together
briefly
viral epidemic
is very very danger—
Claybrook
Gingrich‘sporchoverlookingtheMall.
ous,"
hesaid
ofAIDS.
Askedabouthisrelationshipwith
At a breakfast
gathering,
Ms.
1928 Madison
hisGingrichsaid,"Idon‘tknowthatone
sister Candace and her politics, Gingrich
thanked
her
fellow
activ—
istsfor"notwaitinguntilyou
havea
has
anything
to
do
with
the
other.
I
brotherthat
was
speakerto
become
haveasisterwho
£4;
218—9321
active."
mynecessarily
youngermixmy
sister,I lovealot,whois
period.
I
don‘t
Shesaidshebegantellingpeople
family
with
my
about
her Lesbianism
atherage20,
but
politics,
period."
had
never
spoken
to
brother
TUESDAYS 8—9 PM
He readily
acknowledged
their about it.
different
views.
"She‘s
a
liberal
"I personally did not discuss it
Democrat.
I‘m
a
conservative
Re—
EOE
withhim.Butmymothercalledhim
publican."
Memphis
FREE COUNTRY DANCE }
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Switchboard
728—4297
Nightly 7:30— 11 p.m.
Information, Counseling, Referral
Now celebrating our 20th year of operation! |
Become a Switchboard Volunteer
TrainingApril 9, 7:00pm, MGLCC
Working
thefromSwitchboard
isoureasy—
you
can
do
it
home
with
call—forwarding feature. Nowthere‘s noremote
excuse!
believe that it‘s wrong."
Ms.

Gingrich,

who

usually

spends her days as a sorter for United
Parcel Service, appeared unfazed by

the half—dozen camera crews sur—

rounding her as she walked to a Sen—
ate office building.

She said she could stay only a day

because she had rugby practice back
home in the evening.
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DA Charges Topeka Anti—Gay Minister
with Assault,

Battery

TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) —
Shawnee County District Attorney
Joan Hamilton is trying again to
prosecute Fred W. Phelps Sr. for
actions associated with his anti—Gay
crusade picketing.
Hamilton charged Phelps and
five members of his Westboro Bap—
tist Church with disorderly conduct,
criminal restraint, assault and battery
in connection with what she alleged
in seven misdemeanor complaints
were violations that occurred be—
tween Jan. 20, 1994, and Jan. 31,
1995.
Phelps, a disbarred attorney and
Primitive Baptist minister, branded
the charges "total fabrications," and
vowed to fight them as he has previ—
ous complaints lodged against him
by the district attorney‘s office.
Phelps and the otherfive, includ—
ing two members of his family and
three members of another family,
were booked into the Shawnee
County jail Mar. 9 morning, then
released on bond.
Phelps himself was charged in
two complaints, one alleging assault
and battery and the other alleging
disorderly conduct.

Charged with Phelps Sr. were his
son, Jonathan Phelps, and a grand—
son, Benjamin Phelps, along with
Charles W. Hockenbarger, his son,
Karl Hockenbarger, and his grand—
son, Charles F. Hockenbarger.
Hamilton, a former legislator,
said she charged Phelps under state
criminal statutes, not a city ordinance
that prohibits picketing of a home.
Hamilton said Phelps has pick—
eted her home three times, and said
she believes it is because of her pre—
vious efforts to prosecute him.
Hamilton brought charges
against Phelps last year under a state
criminal defamation law, but U.S.
District Judge Sam Crow declared
that law unconstitutional. However,
Hamilton said, Crow‘s decision did
not prevent her from bringing other
charges under criminal statutes.
The district attorney said she
hopes Phelps steps up his picketing
of her home now. "I hope he comes
out to my house each and every day,
because that means he isn‘t picket—
ing some other victim," she said.
Phelps, who has staged numer—
ous anti—homosexual demonstrations
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in Kansasandelsewhere,
including
picketing
the
funerals
of
personsis
suspected
of
dying
from
AIDS,
known for his vitriolic preaching,
verbalattacksonandfaxestopeople
and
groups he and his church op—
pose.Hisgrouphasaregularschedule
ofpicketingseveral
sites insight
Topekato
daily,
and
are
a
familiar
Topekans.Helabelsas"sodomites"
thosewhodonotagreewithhisanti—
Gayposition,includingmembersof
thenewsmediaandotherchurches.
Parents Protest
Intervention in
Student
Petition
LONGMONT,—
Colo.students
(AP) —at
Several
parents
of
Longmont
High School
say vio—
stu—
dents‘
free—speech
rights
were
lated when administrators stopped
themfromcirculatingapetitioncon—
cerningtwoallegedLesbiancoaches
attheThepetition
school. claimedthewomen
coacheswerewatchinggirlsundress
inthelockerroom.Thepetitionwas
seizedThebystudents
administrators.
claimed they were
subjectedtohostileinterrogationby
schoolAn officials.
investigation by St. Vrain
Valleyschooldistrictadministrators
concluded
the questions
werejusti—
fied,
although
parents
should
beenTheincidentinJanuaryledtothe
notified ofthe petition. have
transfertheofagirls.maleWrestling
coach who
sided
with
and
assis—
tant
footballwastransferred
coach David
VanderMolen
toan
alternativemiddleschooltwoweeks
ago.Parents who support Vander—
Molen were outraged that the peti—
tionwasseizedandthatthestudents
were"I interrogated.
feltittheveryschool
administration
handled
poorly,"said
Henry
Hoshiko,
a
parent
who
has
spoken
toVanderMolenbefore."Ibelievethey
the school board in favor of
violated
their First Amendment
rights."
ButSuperintendentRogerDriver
onMar.21
saidtwostudentsskipped
classtopassthepetition.Hesaidthe
petitionscould
have been passed at
an appropriate
time.
Driveralso saidthepetition
was
defamatoryofthe
femalecoaches.
The ondistrict
alsoinis thedrafting
a
policy
privacy
locker
rooms,Driversaidinamemotothe
board.

Number of U.S. AIDS
Cases Being Revised
ATLANTAestimate
(AP)ofthe— num—
The some
ofthe
datasomefinal
and attempting
to
government‘s
come
upwith
estimates.
ber ofAmericans
infected
withforthethe We
thinktothatsummarize
by midsummerwe‘ll
AIDS
virus
is
being
revised
be
able
theCurraninforma—
firsttimeinmorethanfiveyears.But
tion
and
publish
it,"
said
themuch,newa topAIDS
number may
not
change
March
13.
researchersays. prisedCurransaidhewouldnotbesur—
TheCentersforDiseaseControl
ifthe new number is similar
andPreventionestimatedattheend
toorslightlylowerthanthe1989es—
ofAmericans
1989 thathad800,000to
1.2virusmillion
timate, because
the number
of
HIV,
the
that
Americans
dying
from
AIDS
each
causesAIDS.
year
may now be greater thaninfec—the
TheCDCbeganre—evaluatingthe
numberofpeoplegettingthe
figures
last year, after it reflectthe
expanded tion.Thenewestimatemaybesignifi—
thedefinitionofAIDSto
toll on women,
thosewho
who have
have de—tu— cant
to researchers, but it shouldn‘t
berculosis
and
those
affectgovernmentfundingforAIDS
pressed
immunefromsystems.
research
andsaidtreatment,
he said.
Estimates
an
AIDS
work—
Curran
researchers
are tak—
shop
in
February
ranged
from
ingthreemajorapproachestomake
600,000to
morethan
1 million,
but themodels,anationalhouseholdsurvey
new estimate: mathematical
theneededscientists
said
then
that
they
to do more research before inwhich
residents
are askedandtovol—
reachingadefinitenumber,saidDr.
unteer
for
HIV
testing,
blind
JamesCurran,directoroftheCDC‘s
testsofallinfantsbornintheUnited
DivisionofHIV—AIDS
:
"We are starting toPrevention.
reanalyze States.
Owner Says Bar Under
Attack by Residents, Sheriff
DALLAS
The
owner sheriff‘s
deputies have routinely
ofclaimsthebusiness
a fledgling(AP)Gay—isunderattack
nightclub
stopped
hiscustomerswithoutjus—
tification,nearby
blockedstreets,
club access
by
bybecauseofwhatgoesoninsidethe
residentsand sheriff‘sdeputies closing
verbally
harassed
employees
and towed
former
Baptist
church.
cars
that
were
legally
parked.
Owner Timis under
Fosterattackclaimsbe— niesButthesheriff‘sdepartmentde—
Wilderzone
any harassment.
S this
"We‘re
not
trying
to
drive
cause
"it‘s
a
Gay
club
with
nude
person out ofspokesman
business,"Jimsheriff‘s
male— Sincedancers."
department
Ewell
opening
in
January,
the
said
in
Mar.
10
editions
of
The"If
club
in
a
remote
area
of
northeast
Dallas
Morning
News.
Dallas
County,
has
drawn
enthu—
any law,
deputiesthenhave
gone tobeyond
siastic
crowds about
and complaints
the
we
need
hear
from
neighbors
loud
noise,
about
it."
lewd
activity
and
traffic
conges—
one citation has been is—
tion.Because it is inan unincorpo— suedOnlytoaclubpatron,thatforpark—
ingEwella carin
theaddingdeputies
middle ofthehadroad,to
ratedarea,
thereare
noordinances
said,
regulating
its
activity
and
no
zon—
a road before the car was
inghomes,to prohibit
its locationofficials
near block
impounded.
Dallas
County
Eachweekend,deputiesanswer
say.But Dallas County Commis— numerouscallsfrom
residentsnear
the
club,
he
said.
sioner
Mike
Cantrell
said
his
col—
Complaintsby theprompted
aCounty
recent
leaguesaresoonexpected
toconsidera
inspection
Dallas
proposal
to
prohibit
parking
marshal‘s
office.
$ were
along
county streets near fireSeven
minor
violations
Wilderzone.
found
that theofficials
club hassaid.until Mar.
Wandathe street
Brown,fromwhothe lives
3
to
correct,
across
club,
Whilenotsome
residents
say
calledthesituation
"realvolatile."
they‘re
bothered
by
clubs‘s
"It‘s
got
to
be
defused,"
she
otherstheirsaybeliefs.
homosexual—
said.
"Isleep
thinkatit‘snight."
horrible because clientele,
ity
is
against
I can‘t
Meanwhile, Foster said
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n Picture
Navy Allows Midshipma
for CD—ROM

Book Illustration

as a homosexual and gave the poster to
ApolloMedia for use with Shilts‘ book.
The Navy initially refused permission to
being Gay, saying it would allow the image to use the poster but company officials pledged
illustrate a book on homosexuals in the military. to include it anyway and said the software
ApolloMedla had asked permissxon to use would reach store shelves by Mar. 10.
Naval Academy spokesman Noel Milan in
the 1972 poster in a CD—ROM version ofCon—
ions
duct Unbecoming, the late Randy Shilts‘ book Annapolis, Md., said last—minute negotiat
issue.
the
resolved
on the history of Gays and Lesbians in the
Along with the poster, ApolloMedia will
armed forces.
"It showed uswe could stand up for what include a disclaimer and two letters from the
we believe is right," said the company‘s presi— Navy saying use of the image was not autho—
rized.
dent, Clinton Fein.
The company says the CD—ROM package
The poster depicted two U.S. Naval Acad—.
emy midshipmen, one of whom was Lt. Ed includes the full text of Shilts‘ book plus 2,000
Graves, the first black featured on a Navy re— additional images, government reports on
cruiting poster. Graves was later discharged Gays in the military, and video interviews.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The Navy
reversed course Mar. 15 on a recruiting poster
featuring a mldshlpman later discharged for

Jenny Jones Producer Defends
Segment that Preceeded Slaying
Schmitz specifically was told before the
DETROIT (AP) — A television producer
has defended a Jenny Jones show segment in Mar. 6 taping that the secret admirer could be
which one man revealed his secret feelings for a man or woman, according to Paratore.
But Schmitz‘ attorney Fred Gibson told
another man. The object of the affection now
WDIV—TV that a representative from the show
is accused of murdering his admirer.
The producer said Mar. 14 that the Chi— had assured his client the admirer was a
cago—based shows participants had been told woman.
"A certain individual... confirmed ... that
the secret admirer might be male or female.
Jonathan Schmitz, 24, is being held with— the person he was to meet the following day
out bond in the Oakland County Jail. He is in that broadcast was in fact a female," Gibson
charged with first—degree murder in the Mar. said Mar. 14.
Also Mar. 14, A Current Affair broadcast
9 shooting death of Scott Amedure.
Police say Schmitz shot Amedure three interviews from several people who were in
days after the two men from Oakland County‘s the studio audience at the Jenny Jones taping.
Mark Langschwager of Lansing said
Orion Township taped an appearance onJenny
Jones in which Amedure, 32, described his Schmitz expected the admirer to be Donna
Reilly, a mutual friend of Schmitz and
crush on Schmitz.
who also was at the taping.
Amedure
Oakland County Prosecutor Richard
was "in a state of complete shock"
Schmitz
"ambushed
show
the
said
Thompson has
after learning his admirer was Amedure, ac—
(Schmitz) with humiliation."
"In retaliation, the defendant ambushed the cording to Langschwager.
Paratore said Mar. 14 that the show already
victim with a shotgun," Thompson said.
Paratore denied the show "ambushed" has provided the entire unedited segment fea—
turing Schmitz and Amedure.
Schmitz.
Nike Ad Features HIV—Positive Runner

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Once again,
Nike has broken new ground in advertising,
this time by featuring a marathon runner who
learned he had the AIDS virus in 1987.
"Finally, at least one mainstream marketer
is acknowledging reality — that there are mil—
lions of people living with HIV," said Brad—
ley Johnson, a Los Angeles editor of
Advertising Age magazine.
Nike began running the ad featuring Los
Angeles runner Ric Munoz in February.
Advocates of HIV—positive people say the
campaign can help remove the stigma that the
disease carries by portraying those who have
it in a normal, everyday light.
The 30—second commercial shows Munoz
running through Malibu Canyon State Park in
Los Angeles. As the scenery changes, captions
say: "Rick Munoz, Los Angeles; 80 miles ev—
ery week; 10 marathons every year; HIV posi—
tive; Just Do It."
"This ad is not only gutsy on Nike‘s part,
but quite useful to educating viewers," said
Sean Strub, editor ofPOZ, a magazine for and

about people with HIV. "People who are HIV—
positive have to deal with exercise, getting
fired, breaking up and falling in love... all the
things everyone else in society has to go
through."
The ad fits well with Nike‘s "Just Do It"
slogan, said Jack Cox, a member of the Port—
land—based HIV Advocacy Council who was
diagnosed with the virus 10 years ago.
"It‘s an affirmation that says, ‘Do what you
can. Just do your life,"" he said. "The mes—
sage is right on."
John Schouten, a professor of marketing at
the University of Oregon, said Nike is flying
in the face of traditional advertising wisdom.
"I think what they‘re counting on here is
that people will see through the HIV to the
courage and that the associations people make
won‘t be Nike and HIV, but Nike and cour—
age," he said.
Advertisers have carefully avoided the
AIDS issue, except for pharmaceutical com—
panies whose ads have run in publications that
deal specifically with the issue.
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Gov‘t Says It Needs ‘Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell Rule

RichardPressPyleWriter
Associated
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Clintonadministration‘s"don‘task,
don‘ttell"militarypolicyforhomo—
sexuals
isirrational and unconstitu—
tional,
saidalawyerforsixGayand
Lesbian service members seeking
reinstatement.
Butattorneysforthegovernment
said
the military
is bea special
envi—by
ronment
that
could
damaged
theopen
service ofhomosexuals.
The
attorneys‘
16federalcourtinBrooklyninthefirst
ended four daysarguments
oftestimonyMar.in
legaltestofthe"don‘task,don‘ttell"
policy.
U.S. District Judge Eugene
Nickersonsaidhewouldrulebefore
March
"Don‘t31. ask, don‘t tell" allows

Gays
andasLesbians
to serve
in ori—the
military
long
as
their
sexual
entation
doesn‘tbecome
known.
In
that
case,
they
aresubjectto
honor—
ableTheplaintiffs—threeNavymen,
discharge.
>
two
soldiers and one female Army
officer—suedaftertheirsexualori—
entation
became public and they
wereAfavorablerulingby
discharged.
Nickerson
would
reinstate
all
six,
but
lawyers
forpectedthecasetobeappealed,
both sides indicated they
ex—
pos—
siblyDuring
to theclosing
U.S. SupremeCourt.
statements Mar.
16,attorneyMatthewColescharged
that
the Defense Department had
ignoredthefindingsoffourstudies,
allspecialpolicyon
showingtherewas
no need fora
homosexuals.
the same they
thingthrew
with
every"Theyonedidof them

theminthetrashbecausetheydidn‘t
likethe
answer," Colessaid.
"It‘stheirlivesthatareimportant
here,"
Coles said of the Gay and
Lesbianservicemembers."Theyare
beingforcedtochoosebetweenserv—
ingtheircountry
or living a lie."
Thegovernment‘slawyerargued
thatthespecial
demandsofmilitary
life—includinglivinginclosequar—
ters
anda policy
workingthatasexcludes
a team known
—— re—
quire
homosexuals
from
theofservices.
Margaret
Plank
theapproving
Justice
Department
said
that
in
theask,don‘ttell"policyin1993,"Con—
Clinton administration‘s "don‘t
gressrecognizedthat
the military is
aninwhichindividualsgaveup"time,
all—encompassing environment"
liberty,privacyandpossiblyevenlife."
During the three—day hearing,
severalexperts,includingtworetired
generalsand
a formerseniorPenta—
gon
official,
testified
for the plain—
tiffs.Governmentlawyerspresented
nowitnessesbutaskedNickersonto
review
theonthe
recordissue.of congressional
hearings
Plankdisputed
the plaintiffs‘
ar—
gument
that
congressional
concern
reactionaboutto trouble
Gays waswhensimilarthe
toabout
worries
militaryforcesweredesegregatedin
theShe1940s.saidtherewas"nothingsig—
nificant"
about a person‘s race in
determiningfitnessformilitaryduty.
"ButthisisnotthecasewithGays
andLesbians,"Planksaid."Itisthis
‘behavioralcomponentthatCongress
determined
risk." was an unacceptable

Flowers
Silk & Fresh
665 Madison Avenue
(901)}324—6873

Lieeant, Facing
Expulsion, Awarded
Medal by Navy
perior performance of his duties"
By
Kim
I
.
Mills
betweenJanuaryandOctober1994,
Associated Press Writer while he was director of the Help
Desk
atinformation
Naval Air andSystems
Com—
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Lt.
mand
technology
Tracy
Thorne says Navygave
he‘s surprised
division.
andpleasedthatthe
him
Thomesaidhisformercommand—
anit hasachievement
medal
even
though
ingofficer,Cmdr.
Craig Luigart, rec—
been
trying
to
kick
him
out
ommendedhim
forthemedal.
since
hewenton
nationaltelevision
"My commanding
officermattered
had a
in 1992to
say
he‘s
Gay.
lotofintegrity
and
all
that
"I‘mstillbefuddledby
it all,"28 heat tohimwaswhetheryoudidyourjob
said
after
the
ceremony
Feb.
in a professional
manner
and
ad—
which
he
was
awarded
the
Navy
vanced
the
needs
of
the
Navy,"
Achievement
Medal.‘What
"Myarecom—we Thorne said.
mandingofficersaid,
EarlierMar.7,agroupthatsup—
doinghere?
Ontheonehand,we‘re
ports
lifting the ban on Gays in the
kickingyou
out;ontheother,we‘re
militaryissuedareportassertingthat
givingyou
amedal."
military officials are violating the
.former
_ Thorne,
28,
said
about
25
ofhis
Clintonadministration‘s"don‘task,
colleaguesattended
theCom—
cer— don‘t tell"policy.
emony
at
Naval
Air
Systems
The Servicemembers Legal De—
mand
in
Arlington,
Va.,
his
last
fenseNetwork,aWashington—based
active—duty
posting. NowVa.,Thorne
a reserv— group that assists men and women
istlivingin
Richmond,
affected
by the military‘s policy on
hasbeenwaitingsinceJulyforNavy
homosexuals,compiledwhatitsaid
SecretaryJohnDaltontoruleonthe were340violationsofthepolicy.A
dischargerecommendation.
Pentagonadministration‘s
spokesman saiddefense
the
Thornesaidhedid
not
know
ex—
Clinton
actly howthe farmedalup therecommendation
chain ofcom— advisersviewthepolicyasasuccess
mand
anddeclinedtocommentontheun—
went.
But
he
noted
that
the
citation
official
datacontained in thereport.
was
signed
"For
the
Secretary"
by
LastJuly,anavalboardofinquiry
Vice Adm.
W.C.
Bowes,
com— recommended that Thorne be dis—
mander
of
the
Naval
Air
Systems
chargedforviolatingthe"don‘task,
—
Command.
_
don‘ttell"policy.Hehasbeenwait—
Lt.Cmdr. said
KennethThorne‘s
Ross,aNavy
ing ever
sincetherecommendation.
for the Navy secre—
spokesman,
award
tary
to
ruleon
"reflects
whatwhathe hisdid commander
at that com— Thorne has said that if Dalton
mand
and
upholds thedischarge,
he will gotheto
thought
ofhis
work."
federal
court
to
challenge
ThecitationrecognizesThorne‘s administration‘s policy on Gays in
"professionalachievementinthesu—
the military.
J
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Group Protests Against Attempt
MEMPHIS

to Punish Student
By Mitch Weiss
Associated Press Writer
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — A member of a
Gay—rights group said he was disappointed that
only six activists turned out for a protest near
a Roman Catholic high school.
But Damian Mason said the group will stay
active.
"There is an active Gay community in To—
ledo," Mason said Feb. 28. "But just how ac—
tive is another question. It seems they are
scared to express themselves in the public eye.
We have to show we are active and not afraid
to take a stand."
Six members of the Toledo Gay and Les—
bian Coalition protested outside Central Catho—
lic High School because a teacher tried to
discipline a student who wore a Gay—rights T—
shirt to class on Feb. 8.
School officials encouraged students to stay
away from the protest. They made parents pick
up their children in a special parking lot and
students had to board buses at a side entrance.
The protesters had to stand outside the
school‘s main entrance near several Toledo
police officers.
"They did everything they could to make
sure we didn‘t hand out condoms to the kids,"
said Mason, a University of Toledo student.
"I mean they did everything they could to make
sure they didn‘t see us. What was the school
so afraid of?"
About 10 students met with the protesters.
They took the condoms and told them they
supported their right to protest.

"I think they are just afraid of how it might
hurt the image of the school," Marc Haney,
17, a junior, said about the school‘s reaction.
"That‘s all they seem to care about."
Sara Gerasimiak said some students were
angry about the protest.
"They said they were going to go outside
and beat them up," she said.
Some passing motorists shouted obsceni—
ties at the protesters.
The Rev. Michael Billian, a spokesman for
Central Catholic, said the 16—year—old boy was
never punished for wearing the T—shirt that
read "Boycott Homophobia." The school has
not identified him.
A teacher thought it was promoting homo—
sexuality and gave him a one—hour detention.
The boy said the message was to be more tol—
erant of Gays.
Central Catholic agreed with the student
and lifted the detention.
The coalition learned of the detention from
the boy, who attended its first meeting two
weeks ago seeking support because of his ex—
perience.
j
"They‘re a new group and I think they are
doing this to establish themselves in the lime—
light," Billian said.
Coalition spokeswoman Lair Scott said his
group handed out condoms and information
about AIDS to teach the students about safe
sex.
The boy‘s father has described his son as
having a "social conscience" and said his son
is not Gay.

Mel White Still Fasting to Get
Meeting with Robertson
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP) — Mel
White says he is prepared to continue his
fast until Pat Robertson agrees to a meeting
to discuss Robertson‘s views on homosexu—
ality, which White believes fuel intolerance
against Gays and Lesbians.
"How can we prove our sincerity unless
we are willing to die?" he said Mar. 8 from
his jail cell.
White has been fasting since mid—Febru—
ary, taking only a cup of milk in the morn—
ing, a cup of Tang in the evening and water.
Officials at Robertson‘s Christian Broad—
casting Network — where White once
served as Robertson‘s ghost writer and a 700
Club guest — call his fast and voluntary jail
stint a "publicity stunt" and a "desperate
media campaign." They say White is trying
to increase his prominence as a Gay leader
and sell his autobiography.
"Mel White has always had control over
when Mel White leaves the jail. It‘s not Pat
Robertson who has control," said Robert—
son‘s spokesman, Gene Kapp. "He is at—
tempting to use intimidation, I guess that
would be the word, to impose a meeting."
White was a ghost writer for a Robertson
book in 1986. He said he acknowledged his
homosexuality in 1991, the year all ties with
Robertson were severed.
White, a leader in the Metropolitan Com—
munity Church, a 32,000—member Christian
denomination for Gays and Lesbians, was
arrested two weeks ago on trespassing
charges when he sought to meet with

Robertson at CBN. He has told his supporters not
to post the $1,000 bond and free him.
Robertson wrote White a letter refusing to
meet with him. Robertson, who condemns ho—
mosexuality as a sin, nonetheless wrote in the
letter that the Bible directs him to "have love in
my heart toward homosexual
and Lesbian people."
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Living
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not
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financial
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Coping with a personal crisis
should at least be on your own
terms.
Selling your life insurance policy
can help reduce financial stress
and allow you to regain control
of your personal affairs.
We can help.
Normally, we offer 60 to 80% of —
the face value of the policy.
In some instances, we pay more
than 80%. No fees or processing
costs are ever deducted from your
money.
1
(800)

How would you get paid?
Upon accepting our offer, your
money will be placed in an
escrow account* specifically
created for you.
The full amount will be sent
to you no later than 48 hours
after receiving proof of the requested
changes to your policy.
;
At Individual Benefits Inc., we care
how you feel about us. For more
information, please call (anytime):

8003264

Individual Benefits

Inc.
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Street Dedicated to AIDS Activist Pedro Zamora
By Tom Wells
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI (AP) — Microphones
emitted earsplitting screeches before
the sound system failed altogether,
and many chattering children
wouldn‘t shut up during speeches
Feb. 28 dedicating a street to the late

IT‘S

AIDS activist Pedro Zamora.
Zamora would have loved every
minute of it. His world was the real
one. Chaotic. Imperfect. That‘s
probably why he was such a hit on
MTV‘s Real World.
"I‘m sure he‘s looking down on
us, and he‘s very happy. It‘s the best
present he could ever receive," said

his sister, Mily Zamora.
Pedro‘s father, Hector Zamora,
bleary eyed and fighting back tears,
faced a gaggle of reporters in cer—
emonies at Howard D. McMillan
Middle School. He answered ques—
tions patiently as three television
cameras stared relentlessly at him
from 2 feet away and microphones
were thrust in his face.
Later, when most reporters had
descended on someone else who
knew Pedro, his father found him—
self remembering when Pedro was
just 4 or 5 and had fallen and cut his
forehead.
"He cried a little, you know. He
was just a little boy. I scooped him
up in my arms, and we headed for
the hospital. I loved him so much.
He was such a good boy. Always
caring about others. Excuse me for
breaking down like this," he said,
brushing away tears with a knuckle.
The ceremony was to give 59th
Street in northwest Miami the added
name of Pedro Zamora Way.
Ten residents a block from the
school were asked if they knew who
Zamora was.
"Someone who fought for lib—
erty?" asked Maria Lets.
"A baseball player for the Florida

COMING!!!

THE HOLIDAY SEASON IS COMING SOON.
LET US HELP IN GETTING YOUR HOME READY
FOR THOSE SPECIAL HOLIDAY GET—TOGETHERS!
PREMIUM QUALITY CLEANING THAT IS
CUSTOM TAILORED TO YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS.
PLUS... THINK OF THE TIME YOU‘LL SAVE!
CALL

388—3781

NOW

Hite Glove
S—E RV—LC—E S—IN C:
ASK ABOUT OUR GIFT CERTIFICATES!
j

police cars, four police motorcycles,
an overturned grocery cart, two or—
ange school buses andnine charter
buses that brought pupils from other
schools.
—
The largest applause was for Pam
Ling and Judd Winick, two stars of
the Real World series in which the
ensemble cast played themselves.
Zamora showed the conflict and
compassion that surfaces when a
group finds that a roommate has
AIDS.
Ling, with hair dyed neon red,
burgundy lipstick and a dangerously
short miniskirt, was greeted with
squeals of delight when she took the
podium. The crowd became more
sober as she reminded them that
"Pedro proved to me and millions
of people each week that people with
AIDS are not bad people."
She encouraged the youngsters to
demand that their schools and their
parents educate them about AIDS.
Ling and Winick sat on a plat—
form stage with three of Zamora‘s
little nieces on their laps. Winick
wiped away tears throughout the
ceremony.
"I know Pedro is gone, but I think
he‘s with us today," Winick told the
youngsters in his speech.

Gay Support Group Selects Recipient of

meristem)

>J

Books & More for Women & Their Friends
930 South Cooper — (901) 276—0282
Sexual Assault Awareness Month
Sunday, April2 ——5—7p.m.
Incest and Recovery: One Woman‘s Story
Join us as we share one woman‘s experience with intergenerational abuse,
the amazing coping defenses we develop to withstand such terror (including
multiple personalities), and the pain and joy of recovery.
Monday, April 10 — 7—9p.m.
Reading & Signing with Patricia Bell—Scott
Author of Life Notes: Personal Wrtiings by Contemporary Black Women and
Double—Stitich: Black Women WriteAboutMothersandDaughters. Reception
following this event will be co—sponsored by Sistahs.
Tuesday, April 18 — 7—9 p.m.
Reading & Signing with Kay Turner
Author of /Dream ofMadonnaand a member ofthe women‘s rock band, Girls
in the Nose. Kay will sign copies of her books, her music and the new Girls in
the Noge video, Breast Exam.
Friday, April21
An Evening Extravaganza with
Pat Hoornstra, the Women of S‘vivals
and Delta Rising
Drumming, dancing, poetry and storytelling. Call for details.
Meristem has tickets for the Jamie Anderson Concert
at the New Daisy on Sunday, April 30 at 7 p.m.
Plan Ahead for Memorial Day Weekend
National Lesbian/Gay Freedom Ride
Headingfor Camp Sister Spirit. Sponsored by Robin Tyler and MCC Founder
Rev. Troy Perry. Portion of money raised will be used to help Camp Sister
Spirit pay legal expenses. Information at Meristem

Marlins?" guessed Jose Diaz.
"A city councilman?" said Ken
Cespedes.
Only one knew Zamora was a
gifted speaker, traveling around the
country talking to young people and
others about AIDS. He died Nov. 11
at 22.
But the fact that those living on
the street named for him didn‘t know
who he was wouldn‘t have bothered
Zamora. He was never looking for
fame, just trying to get the message
across about AIDS, his friends al—
ways said.
Marc Crispi, 18, a member of the
Braddock High School marching
band that performed at Feb. 21s cer—
emonies, recalls hearing Zamora
speak four years ago.
Crispi said many people wept that
day, and the speech made Crispi
"think twice about how precious life
is, that I‘m not invincible after all. It
made me realize that it can happen
to everyone, that no one is singled
out with a sign that says, you know,
they‘ve got AIDS."
Marching bands played "Sing,
Sing, Sing," and "Jacked," two
bouncy tunes as they and two pla—
toons of majorettes made their way
down Pedro Zamora Way past 14

y,

First National

Bravery Award

HOUSTON (AP) — A 22—year—
old auctioneer from Jacksonville,
Tex. will be the first recipient of a
national bravery award given by a
support group for Gays.
Wesley Beard was named on
Saturday to receive the Human
Rights Award for Bravery from the
organization Parents, Family and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays
(PFLAG). The award will be given

during a conference on homophobia
scheduled for March 31 and April 1
in Houston.
Beard will be recognized for his
efforts following the brutal slaying
of a Gay man in Tyler in November
1993. That man was abducted from
a park by several men, driven to a
sand pit, beaten and shot nine times.
Beard organized a "Stop the
Hate" rally in Tyler in January 1994

in the same park where the victim
was abducted.
A national panel of judges, in—
cluding a lawyer, former legislator
and journalists, selected Beard for
the award which honors a U.S. resi—
dent who was taken risks to further
the cause of equality for Lesbians
and Gays.

Louganis Gets Studds Award

._

BOSTON (AP) — Olympic gold
medalist Greg Louganis, in town on
a book tour, picked up an award hon—
oring him as a Gay man and a leader.
The famed Olympic diver, who
recently told the world he has AIDS,
accepted the Congressman Gerry
Studds Visibility Award from

Studds, D—Mass., an openly Gay
member of Congress. The award
honors Gay men for leadership.
"Secrets hold you prisoner, and
now I am free," Louganis told 600
people Mar. 12 night at a fund—raising
dinner for the Fenway Community
Health Center, which serves Boston‘s
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Gay and Lesbian community.
Louganis, who is in the middle
of a book tour promoting his auto—
biography, said his co—author Eric
Marcus was thrilled when Breaking
the Surface topped O.J. Simpson‘s
new book on the bestseller list.
"He said, ‘Oh boy, the sissy beat
the football player,"‘ Louganis
joked.
Louganis is negotiating a movie
deal based on the book. And while
he doesn‘t plan to play himself, he
hopes to play his own stunt—man for
the diving scenes.
But when the excitement dies
down, he hopes to spend more time
breeding and showing and playing
with his Great Danes and his Corgi.
Also receiving an award was
Jonathan Scott, executive directorof
Victory Programs, an agency that
helps people recover from drug ad—
diction and alcoholism.

Gay Comics on Tour Again
The Gay Comedy Jam: Freedom
Tour starring Scott Kennedy and
Kevin Maye comes to The Comedy
Zone Comedy Club Sun., Apr. 23.
Scott Kennedy and Kevin Maye
are two of the hottest stand—up co—
medians working at comedy clubs
and colleges across the country.
They have headlined most major
comedy clubs in the U.S. from Se—
attle to Miami including: The
Improvs, Laff Stops, Puchlines,
Funny Bones, Comedy Works, and
Las Vegas showrooms. They have
also opened in concert with super—
stars such as: Garth Brooks, The
Temptations, The Four Tops, David
Sanborn and Judy Tenuta.
You may have seen them on the
Comedy Channel or A&E‘s An
Evening at Ihe Improv. The Gay
Comedy Jam: Freedom Tour is
sponsored by The Advocate

newsmagazine. The tour began in
1994 and sold—out in almost every
major market. 1995 is bringing more
tour dates that will include interna—
tional dates as well as many more
college performances.
Kevin Maye says, "I know that
25 years ago to have an openly Gay
performer at a "mainstream" venue
was unheard of. Today, we are sell—
ing out shows all over the nation!"
Maye continues, " Scott Kennedy
and I are very excited to be a part of
this history—making event. " To add
a twist to the plot, Scott Kennedy and
Kevin Maye share not only the stage
together but also their lives offstage
as well. They are domestic partners
and enjoy life in Houston, Texas,
when they are not on tour with the
show.
The Gay Comedy Jam is gaining
national attention as it tours world—

Sheridan Lambe,
wide as the "first Gay comedy show
of its kind." The show is structured
for a Gay audience, but is even
widely enjoyed by the non—Gay
crowd as well. Scott Kennedy says,
"We were both accomplished come—
dians before we came ‘out‘ profes—
sionally. Funny is funny, whether it
is Gay or straight, people laugh."
The venues that this show is pro—
duced in are primarily top rated na—
tionally recognized comedy night— —
clubs and theaters. These are Gay—
friendly businesses who are support—
ing this explosive effort to bring Gay
comedy to the forefront of the en—
tertainment industry. Reviewers try
to describe this unique show, but see
it for yourself.
Tickets are $12 in advance and
$15 at the door plus tax. For infor—
mation or to charge tickets by phone,
call (901) 278—7861.

Two Softball Teams Entered In

By Chuck Saylor
_ Memphis will have at least two
confirmed teams and possibly a third
competing in the Music City Soft—
ball League in Nashville this year.
When practice started the num—
ber of participants was larger then
expected, but most certaintly wel—
come. It was at that time that a sec—
ond team seemed the logical and
intelligent thing to do. Recruiting
tables with sign—up sheets blitzed
local bars for one weekend gather—
ing names of those interested in help—
ing to fill out both rosters with
enough players. There is also a pos—
sibility of a third team playing, but
as of press deadline there has not
been official word from the sponsor.
The two confirmed teams this
year have sponsors: J—Wag‘s Jaguars
and Pipeline Pirates. Sponsorship

Lambda Center

Ranks Amnesia

Moves
Memphis Lambda Center, the
Gay and Lesbian Community‘s
headquarters for various 12—step pro—
grams including Alcoholics Anony—
mous groups, has moved to 1488
Madison Ave.
The space is next door to the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Commu—
nity Center and the two groups are
exploring the possibility of coopera—
tive events. The MGLCC recently
reaffirmed its policy that the Center
will remain alcohol—free.
The Lambda Center formerly oc—
cupied space above the United Paint
Store on Cleveland.
The move brings to five Gay and
Lesbian—related locations on that
block of Madison. In addition to the
MGLCC and the Lambda Center,
the block is home to the Construc—
tion Site, WKRB, and Holy Trinity
Community Church.
&

#2 Place to Dance
Amnesia was chosen one of the
three best places to dance in the
Memmphis Flyer‘s second annual
Best of Memphis readers‘ poll.
Six—1—Six came in first in the bal—
loting, but Amnesia beat out Coco
Loco for the number two spot.
This is the second time in recent
months that Amnesia has received a
similar honor. Memphis magazine
had previously selected Amneisa as
one of the best dance clubs in the
city.
Amnesia was the only Gay club
honored in these two surveys.
Owners Frank Cooper and David
daPonte were very pleased to have
Amnesia voted one of the best dance
locations again, and appreciate the
votes cast for the club in the Flyer
polling.

Schimenti,

Lcsw

Specializing in

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

League

ing that will be played in Memphis
was an important step for the teams.
and Nashville on a rotating basis.
This gave the sponsor some addi—
tional name recognition not only in The full schedule of games has not
Memphis but also in other parts of be completed yet, but will be listed
in this paper in next month‘s issue.
the country as the teams will be trav—
eling to different tournaments Times of play and field locations are
not finialized. Call 682—9928, 274—
throughout the summer. This also
3857 or 324—4865 forinformation.
establishes a "home" for the team
Both teams are looking for some
and its supporters. Owners of J—
Wag‘s and the Pipeline need to be . great fan support this year as J—
Wag‘s Jaguars and the Pipline Pi—
congratulated for stepping forward
rates get set to take on teams from
and agreeing to sponsor these teams.
The league this year looks to be The Music City Softball League.
Upcoming fund—raising events
very competitive with several teams
for both teams listed below:
from Nashville taking on new play—
* Sat., April 1 — Pipeline — April
ers and assigning others from past
Fool‘s Pipeline Bash, 10 p.m.
years to different teams. With the
* Thurs., April 6 — J—Wag‘s — Spa—
Memphis teams added, there will
ghetti Dinner, 6— 9 p.m.
some great softball played this sum—
* Fri., April 21 — J—Wag‘s — Amateur
mer. The first games are slated for
strip night, 10 p.m. Cash prize to
April 9 in Nashville. The following
winner.
weekend there is a tournament in
Birmingham, Ala. Games follow—

Memphis Flyer

Joyce

Sharon Wray
Continued from page 1
140 tickets were sold for the din—
ner, all proceeds of which were do—
nated to a charity of the honoree‘s
choice. Sharon elected to split the
$700 in donations between Friends
For Life HIV Resources and the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Commu—
nity Center.
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Bfggesf Little Bar In Town"
102 NorthCleveland * 725—8 156
CROSSROADS DAILY SPECIALS
Manic Monday
6—9 "Let‘s Be Happy Hour"
Toofer Tuesday
6—9 Premium Beer 2 for $1.75
Wacky Wednesday 6—9 Clyde‘s Surprise Specials
Terrible Thursday 6—9 25¢ Draft
Frazzled Friday
T—9 Draft Pitchers $2.50
Super Saturday 9—10:30 "Showtime Specials"
Longnecks — $1.00
Draft — 25¢
Set—Up — 50¢
Sensational Sunday 11—12 Free Screwdrivers
& Bloody Marys
12—6 Happy Hour
6—9 Draft Pitchers $2.00
"The

Tsarus Benefit
Donates to Med
Tsarus‘ benefit dedicated to
Women of Influence netted $594 for
the club. One hundred dollars was
donated by Holy Trinity and passed
to the Med.
Club members and special guests
Lady Astor and Misty McEntire pro—
duced a crowd pleaser which prob—
ably set female impersonation back
200 years.

Saturday Nights
9:30 —10:30
SHOWTIME
with the
: Crossroads Dreamgirls

e
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e York Man Targets Clarksburg, West Virginia with Letters
dents at random describing his Gay an‘invasionoftheirprivacy,"Steinke much more about the community.
lifestyle. He says his eventual goal said. "I would not want to get mail He began writing in December,
is to write a book about the project. that contained somebody‘s sexual and sent a single letter to each per—
Meanwhile, Colfax‘s letter be—
Gay orstraight."
son.
came a subject of discussion for encounters,
Colfax
said
he
chose
West
Vir—
Inoneletter,hecomplainedabout
Pugh‘s friends. Pugh said she has ginia,lookeditupinanalmanacand a noisy
neighbor and said he some—
Gay friends and was not offended settled on Clarksburg, a town of timesusesasoft—drinkcontainerfor
by what Colfax wrote.
18,000 in the north—central part of a toilet so he won‘t run into his
But the Rev. John Masto, an As— the
state, after
alsotheconsulting
a neighborson hiswaytothecommon
sembly of God minister who also guidebook
that
said
city
has
no
bathroom.
received a letter, said he believes Gay bars.
"I feelis bleak,
trappedsoinyoumysee,room.I need
My
Colfax is a confused person.
He
hungamapofClarksburgon
future
"Homosexuality, in the Bible, is his wall and copied the city direc— you Clarksburg," Colfax wrote.
‘an abomination," Masto said. "The tory
a Manhattan library.
In other letters, he also talked
thing is, as a minister, I don‘t hate . "Infrommany
ways,
I
fear
they‘ll
about
going to the theater and spot—
the man. It‘sjust the way oflife. It‘s think I‘m making fun of them for ting celebrities.
not biblical."
hicks,
whenwiththewhere
realityI live
is I‘min "I‘m lookingat it as the fact that
Barbara Steinke ofthe West Vir— being
not
very
happy
things
aretrue
andanreally
hap—
giniaCoalition for Lesbian and Gay New York and I wish I could live these
pened,"
Colfax
said
in
interview
RightsdoesnotsupportwhatColfax someplace like that," Colfax said. with the Sunday Gazette—Mail of
is doing.
heknowscasketsare
Charleston. "Most straight people,
"I think that the people of madeColfaxsaid
in
Clarksburg
and
that
it‘s
peopleGay
thatfriends,
are verynever
open hear
and
Clarksburgarereceivingunsolicited hometothenewFBIfingerprintcen— even
have
many
sexually oriented material, and it‘s ter,butsaid hedoesn‘twanttoknow these kindsofdetails."
Two Men Charged in Beating of
Gay Man in Wisconsin Softball Field
— A beatingandrobbingavictim identi— is influenced by reaction to a
stateMADISON,
law against Wis.
crimes(AP)
motivated
as homosexual.
victim‘s race, religion, life—style or
by prejudice is being used to pros— fiedThehatecrimelawallowsjudges
ecute two young men accused of to increase the penalty ifan offense disability.
Ryan D. Meiller, 18, of Madison

CLARKSBURG, W.Va. (AP) —
Residents of Clarksburg don‘t know
J.T. Colfax, but they‘re getting an
introduction to a Gay man from New
York through letters sent at random.
"My first reaction was, ‘What
was the reason behind this?"" said
Cindy Pugh, co—owner of a hair sa—
lon, who received a letter around
Christmas.
_

Colfax, 31, a Denver native who
lives in a Staten Island rooming
house, describes himself as an art—
ist, a recovering alcoholic and a
former prostitute who lives off a
small inheritance and is confronting
his alienation from the world.
He said he wanted to choose a
small, one—Zip code town and, for
one year, send letters daily to resi—

At Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church we
provide a carin community that fosters spiritual
growth through free thought and respect for
personal beliefs. This church seeks the wisdom of
many religious traditions and encourages the
expression of our ideals in service to all people.

Neshoba Unitarian

Universalist

Church

Sunday 11:00 a.m.

Rev. Jean Rowe, Minister
8580 Cordes Circle
(The Brookside Center—off Farmington Blvd.)
Germantown
For More Information call 756—5433
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AYour DREAMS must be fufiled...............NOW|
Your NEEDS must be

Hotanica

City—Wide Delivery

Award—Winning Designs
274—5767
944 S. Cooper at Young

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST & MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MINE—THEATRES
Union Ave. and Brooks Road Only)
f
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) « 683—9649
y
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
Blue Movie West (Downtown)
196 Union Ave. » 525—0762
Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
2532 N. Watkins » 358—8642

Viatical Settlements
Founding Member

Da Member NAPWA

—LINGERIE SPECIAL—
With Any Lingerie Purchase — Receive Second Lingerie item of (Equal or Lesser Value) FREE!
We Now Carry CD Roms
"U—Pick—Em!" Holiday Video Sale
OPEN 7 DAYS
m.munmwounan

and Erik Jacobson, 20, of Waunakee
were charged Feb. 23 in Circuit
Court with robbery and aggravated
battery. Each was released on a
$1,000 signature bond.
In this case, a conviction could
add five years to a 10—year sentence.
The pair is accused of luring a 33—
year—old man to a softball field early
Feb. 22. He said he met the pair at a
pornography store and agreed to fol—
low them to the field.
The men kicked and beat him,
breaking three ribs, a criminal com—
plaint said.
"All right, I did it," Meiller re—
portedly told authorities. "I don‘t like
homosexuals and anything like it."
They robbed the man of $7 and
his automatic teller card, "kicked and
hit him until he revealed his personal
identification number," the com—
plaint said.
Jacobson held the man in the park
while Meiller went to use the card,
it said.
Meiller returned to say the card
didn‘t work and the two kicked and
beat the man again, authorities said.

Vernon Watkins
1959—1995
You departed this world
on the 18th of February
1995) All of your friends
love and miss you.
Rest well, Little Angel
and we‘ll see you on
the other side
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LEVI LEATH ER BAR
HRS: MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
1382 Poplar
PH: (901) 726—5263
Memphis, TN 38104

The Memphis
F
Gay and Lesbian
Community
Center
1486 Madison

NIKITA‘S BAR AND GRILL
2117 PEABODY AVE. « MEMPHIS, TN 38104

(901) 272—1700

Owner
Shirley Ward
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SAVINGS BEGINS
* Holy Trinity

|

4

3
* B—GALA, U of M,

* Gay Alternative
Hour FM 89.9, 6pm

Community Church

Wednesday

5
* Bible Study, Holy

University Center,

Trinity Community

7pm

Church, 7pm

6
* GRACE Mtg., Call

* HTCC [Sunday

Mem. Bapt.
Church, 7:30pm

* Softball Fundraiser
Spaghetti Dinner,
J—Wags 6 to 9pm

Hour FM 89.9, 6pm
22mg; 0131261 &
* Friends For Life
R
f
7pm
Dinner, St. John‘s
* WAC Meeting,
Methodist, 6:30pm
Coffee Cellar, 2pm
+ MCC, MGLCC, Spm| * Reading & Book:
Signing w/Patricia
+ Switchboard
Bell—Scott,
Training, MGLCC,
Meristem, 7—9pm
7pm

8
+ MGLCC Board

11

® Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church, 7pm

University Center,
7pm
* Lambda Men‘s
Chorus, MGLCC,
7:30pm
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 55pm

a

| #
1 2

90, 1pm

* Bowling League,
Park Lanes
« Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, Ipm

GOOD FRIDAY

|

1528 Madison
(901) 278—9321

Meeting, 1pm
+ Cotton Pickin‘
Squares

Spaghetti Dinner,
MGLCC, 5—8pm

* Spring Offensive
Against Violence,
Washington, DC

a»

c
| PASSOVER
«;
1 4 |pesvune 1 5

* GRACE Meeting/

® "Fifty—One Percent,"

FOR MAY ‘95 TIN

Liturgy, Call John,
725—5237 _
* Cotton Pickin‘
SquaresE Prescott
grim. Eaptéo
urch, 7:30pm

Sponsored by
NOW, WEVL FM
90, 1pm
* Bowling League,
: gamhLaneé ,
outhern Country
Hoe Down, 501/505

* Pfgﬁg Ts“! Sale,
+HIV TeapDance,
Pipeline, Spm
+ Bisexual Group,
< yoﬁﬁgﬂgmc,
Tpm
+ Arkansas Gay

Club, 9pm

|

SCAPE
227 Monroe
(901) 528—8344

28390 Benefit, Club
+ Bunny Tail Contest,
Pipeline

§

eopting Ofensive
Against Violence,
Washington, DC

Saturday

* Spnpg Offensive
Aga|n_st Violence,
Washington, DC

* B—GALA, U of M,

* Gay Alternative

I
« "Fifty—One Percent,"
NOW, WEVL FM

WKRB, 8pm

1 0

|

Sponsored by

John, 725—5237

Story," Meristem, 5—
7pm
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Friday

|

Thursday

Squares, Prescott

*
7.3? m
% s'outﬁern Country
Dance Lessons,

* MCC, MGLCC, Spm
® "Incest & Recovery:
One VYomap's

14 — May 21

Calendar
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+ Cotton Pickin‘

Coffee Cellar, 7pm
* [61mg maize

ﬁam,&St7arwces,
a W231 Meegirgg
Coffee Cellar,'2pm

His

Dreamcoat

Call 726—4656 for.

* Monthly NOW Mtg.,

Sunday School,
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April
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* Integrity Eucharist &
* Bible Study, Holy P
Healing Svc., 6pm;
Trinity Community
Dinner/Mtg., 6:45pm,
Church,_ 7pm
Calvary Episcopal
* B—GALA, U of M,
University Center, 7pm
* Lambda Men‘s Chorus,
MGLCC, 7:30pm
* Southern Country Dance
Lessons, WKRB, 8pm
*+ Reading & Book Signing
w/Kay Turner, Meristem,
7—9pm

* HTCC Sunday
School, 10am;
Services, 11am &
7pm
*+ MCC Worship
Service, MGLCC,
11am
* WAC Meeting,
Coffee Cellar, 2pm
*+ MCC, MGLCC, Spm
* Easter Bonnet
Contest, Easter
Egg Hunt, Pipeline

* Gay Alternative
Hour FM 89.9, 6pm

2 3
* HTCC, Sunday School;
foam, Services Mam.
* MCC Worship Service,

24
25
2 6
* Bible Study, Holy
* Integrity Board
« Gay Alternative
pour FM 89.9, 6pm
Mtg., 6:30pm
Trinity Community
« Friends For Life
* B—GALA, U of M,
Church, 7pm

* GRACE Mtg. Call
John, 725—5237
* Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Mem. Bapt.
Church, 7:30pm

2 1
* "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90, 1pm
* Bowling League, Park
Lanes
« An Evening w/Pat
Hoomnstra, the Women of
S‘vivals, & Delta Rising,
Meristem
* Southern Country Dance
Lessons, 501/505 Club,
gpm
* Softball Fundraiser,
"Amateur Strip Night," J—
Wags, 10pm

2 2
* Transgender
Alliance, MGLCC,
6pm Change, 7pm
Meets
» Officers Club of
Little Rock Club
Night, Pipeline

Open
Thursday — Sunday
Shows
Beer Bust
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Rot
come
i
iorure Aurich
for AIDS, Cook

jones.
methodist 6:30pm

gonvention Center, 4—
ls
+MCC, MGLCC, 5
* Aphrodite Varietypglhow.

: MCC.W°'SngC

fraes
%
* WAC Meeting,
Coffee Cellag, 2pm

*MCC, MGLCC, Spm
* Jamie Anderson
Concert, New Daisy,
7pm

MomBant
Church, 7:30pm

Chorus, MGLCC,

,

29

3197 WEVL FM
Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club,

FRIENDS FOR LIFE

Dance Lessons,
WKRB, 8pm

MAY

gelrnvnces. 11am, &
i
f es

, Lgmbda Men‘s

Squares, Prescott
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28
® "Fifty—One Percent,"
Sponsored by

7:30pm
+ Southern Country

WKRB, 8:30pm
* Gay Comedy Jam
"Freedom Tour," The
Comedy Zone, Ipm

30
* HTCC Sunday
School; 10am,

Center,

27
* GRACE Mtg., Call
John, 725—5237
* Cotton Pickin‘

;
1

* Gay Alternative
Hour FM 89.9, 6pm

HIV RESOURCES

%
2
*+ B—GALA, U of M,

ynmws“ Center,

¥ Lgmbda Men‘s
Chorus, MGLCC,

7:30pm
a moe Laceony.
WKRB, 8pm *

* Monthly Jew Mtg.,
Coffee Cellar, 7pm
*+ Lambda Men‘s
Chorus, MGLCC,
7:30pm

3
* Bible Study, Holy

Trinity Community
Church, 7pm
:

&
* GRACE Mtg., Call
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® "Fifty—One Percent,"

* Cotton Pickin‘
_
Squares, Prescott

NOW, WEVL FM
90, 1pm

John, 725—5237

Mem. Bapt.
Church, 7:30pm

Sponsored by

+ Bowling League,
Park Lanes
* Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
501/505 Club, Ipm

6
« Memphis Pride

Meeting, MGLCC,
10 am

321 BELLEVUE
P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389
(901) 278—AIDS
Information,
Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry
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Marijuana Club Offers Pot to People with AIDS or Cancer
By Michelle Locke
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Behind the nondescript door is no—
ordinary smoky dive. If your nose
doesn‘t detect the sweet smell of
marijuana, the sign behind the bar
says it all: "Thank you for pot
smoking."
At the San Francisco Cannabis
Buyer‘s Club, AIDS, cancer and
glaucoma patients come to buy and
smoke the illegal weed they say is
one of the few things that give them
relief.
"This is about love," said Den—
nis Peron, who founded the club
after his partner died of AIDS in
1990. "People in the autumn, in the
sunset of their lives, have a right to
any medicine that helps them feel
better."
Although Peron knows he is
risking arrest, the 3,200—member
club has yet to be busted.
In 1992, the city Board of Su—
pervisors, in a unanimous resolu—
tion signed by Mayor Frank
Jordan, ordered police and the dis—
. trict attorney to make enforcing
laws against marijuana as medicine
their lowest priority.
"The mayor supports medicinal

use of marijuana as long as it‘s un—
der the supervision of a doctor,"
said Jordan spokeswoman
Meredith Halpern.
To join the club, you have to
produce a photo ID and a
doctor‘s letter certifying a con—
dition that could be alleviated
by pot. Members are issued a
prosaic—looking membership
card (and if you lose it twice,
you‘re out.)
The club, on the second
story of a drab building near the
Castro, San Francisco‘s mostly
Gay district, buys in bulk and
sells at a small markup.
Since the drug is purchased
underground, it‘s more expen—
sive than growing your own,
and members are charged $5
to $25 a gram. But Peron said
that‘s about 50 percent cheaper
than street prices.
Similar clubs have been formed
in major U.S. cities in recent years,
said Bob Randall of the Washing—
ton—based Alliance for Cannabis
Therapeutics. But he wouldn‘t say
where or how many, because the
clubs are illegal.
On a recent morning, the clien—
tele at the nonprofit San Francisco
Cannabis Buyer‘s Club reflected

the democratizing power of dis—
ease.
Old, young, Black, brown,
white, well—dressed and grungy
were all represented in the 50 to

10U people sitting at small tables
or lounging on couches as candles
glowed dimly through the haze and
a stereo pounded out ‘70s hits.
Hazel, a 75—year—old retired of—
fice manager, said she takes a
couple of tokes a day, just enough
to relieve the pressure in her eyes
from glaucoma but not so much
that she gets that "very uncomfort—

Welcome to

able" feeling of being high.
Angela Alioto, a member of the
Michael, who has Hodgkin‘s
Board of Supervisors whose hus—
disease, stops by every two weeks
band died of cancer four years ago.
for the only cure he‘s found for the
"I think it is of utmost impor—
waves of nausea that follow his
tance that people who are dying be
chemotherapy.
able to get any kind of medication
Bob, a 36—year—old AIDS — that makes even five minutes of
patient whose face is covered
their life better," she said.
with the dark lesions of
Advocates say marijuana eases
Kaposi‘s sarcoma, said he
nausea and loss of appetite caused
by cancer and AIDS treatments, re—
comes to the club for the
marijuana that keeps his ap—
lieves muscle spasms in people
with spinal cord injuries or mul—
_ petite up and the support that
i— boosts his spirit.
tiple sclerosis and alleviates the
"I love the interaction. I
pressure that blinds glaucoma suf—
ferers.
| draw from it. I‘ve met some
of my best friends now from
Opponents say those assertions
this club," he said.
are unverified. Last summer, the
"A lot of times, you can‘t
Clinton administration upheld the
turn things off. It‘s like I have
ban on the medicinal use of mari—
all these problems and I have juana. In California, an effort to le—
galize such uses was vetoed in
to deal with them all the time.
With marijuana, I just kind
September by Gov. Pete Wilson.
of drift away. It‘s my only
Randall, one of only eight
way to turn it off sometimes."
people in the United States legally
allowed to smoke marijuana,
At one counter, volunteers sold
would rather see marijuana dis—
food made with pot for those who
pensed by prescription.
can‘t smoke, including brownies,
"I appreciate the service that‘s
cookies, spice cake and Merry
being performed" by the marijuana
Pills, high—grade marijuana soaked
clubs, he said. "But in terms of be—
in olive oil and encapsulated.
ing a rational solution to a very se—
Security is tight. Two doormen
rious medical problem, they aren‘t
guard the stairs leading to the club.
it."
Supporters of the club include

7m_7lleadom.

Holy Trinity

Community

Church
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Evening
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

1559 Madison Ave.
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Fiction by Jim Norcross
Part 12
Frank applied a coat of bright red
nail polish to his thumb nail, and held
it up to admire the color. "Helen,
look at this. Isn‘t it marvelous?" He
examined the lacquered nail intently.
"It‘s called..." he looked down at the
several bottles of polish on the bar
before him, "Frou—Frou Red."
"Frou—Frou Red," Helen re—
peated. "Sounds like the name of a
second—rate drag queen to me." She
studied the botties and finally se—
lected one. "Here, Frank, try this.
Pink‘s your color. This shade is
called ‘Persnickety‘." She handed
the bottle to Frank, who inspected it
thoughtfully. Then, brushing a strand
of long blonde hair from his eyes,
he proceeded to remove the red with
polish remover and to apply a coat
of Persnickety pink. "Yes, this is
more like it," he said. "It‘s me. Where
did you get all these, anyhow?"
"They‘re samples. That little
nelly queen who works in the cos—
metics department of Dillard‘s
brought them to me. You‘d know
him if you saw him. He has one of
those designer names — Damon,
Darren, Derrick, Devlin... That‘s it,
Devlin. No wonder he turned out gay
with a name like that."
"Well, I don‘t think names have
anything to do with it. Frank is a
pretty butch name, and I turned out
a drag queen."
Helen looked at him, reached
over the bar and patted him on the
shoulder. "Guess you‘re right."
They both laughed, and then con—
tinued the quest to find the absolutely
perfect color from the dozens of
bottle of nail polish scattered about
on the countertop.
Shortly before 4:00 in the after—
noon, when it was almost time to
open her bar, The Colony Club, for
happy hour, Helen had telephoned
Frank at his law office to tell him
about the samples. He had come
immediately to check out the color—
ful goodies.
Just after 4:00, the front door flew
open, and Bobby Cheatam bounded
into the bar. "Hello, girls," he said.
Bobby was six—three, and moved
with the grace of an athlete. He had
been a football coach before he was
dismissed in recent years by the lo—
cal school board after they learned
he was Gay. Now Bobby and his
lover Paul worked together in Paul‘s
— insurance agency.
Bobby was highly excited. "Hey,
everybody, I did it. I closed the Al—
lied account after selling coverage
on their entire fleet of more than two
hundred vehicles. Plan to go for their
hospitalization coverage next. I‘ve
been in the insurance sales business
less than a year now, and I‘m already
on the way to being a member of the
Million Dollar Round Table." He
paused and smiled broadly at Helen
and Frank, "Of course, I do sleep
with the owner of the agency, and

that helps."
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"It
just
might," said
Helen.
Bobby ‘s
smile broad—
ened to a grin. "I
called Paul; he‘s
on his way
over."
He
laughed heart—
ily. "Set up the
house, Helen.
Champagne...
good cham—
pagne. Some of
that good stuff you save back for
those young guys you‘re so partial
to. We know how you straights use
booze on the young ones so you can
seduce them and have your evil way
with them."
"Up yours," said Helen, holding

one Frou—Frou
Red adorned fin—
ger firmly up.
. "You tight SOB,
coming in here
talking ‘bout set—
ting up the house
when you know
nobody‘s here but
Frank and me.
Just for that, I‘m
getting out the
best. And I‘ll bill
you later so I don‘t
have to see you
pass out when you find out how
much it costs."
Helen went to the cooler and took
out a magnum of champagne. She
got glasses, opened the champagne,
and poured a round of drinks, tak—
ing care all the while not to damage

her freshly polished nails.
Bobby raised his glass. "A toast...
to friendships like ours," he said.
Frank and Helen raised their glasses

The

and took a sip as Bobby added,
"There‘s something else I need to tell
you—another reason to celebrate.
See Spit and Polish on page 22
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Proposal to
Register Violators of Gay Sex Ban
After41—8theonentire
bill22, passed
the
Task Force.hook"Ourallphones
were Senate
By DavidPressFosterWriter bian
Mar.
opponents
ringingoffthe
day.
People
Associated
quickly
organized
protest
rallies in
were
calling,
asking
frantically,
Helena,
Billings
and
Missoula,
‘This
couldn‘t
possibly
be
true,
HAMILTON,
Mont.
(AP)
—
couldGay—rights
it?"" groups have been wherespeakerslikenedtheproposal
WhenlastLarry
Hilton voted
Republi—
tothemeasures
taken by Nazis before
can
November,
making
homo—
busy
in
other
states
in
recent
years,
Holocaust.
sexuals
register
with
police
wasn‘t
MarcRacicot‘s
back
anti—Gay
initiatives in officeRepublicanGov.
theThat
kind possibility
ofreform hearose
had inMar.mind.22, beating
fielded
more
than
100
angry
Oregon,
Idaho
and
Washington.
phone
calls
from
around
the
coun—
They
say
Montana
—
one
of
20
when
Montana‘s
GOP—controlled
try,
many from
tourists threatening
Senate passed a measure requiring statesthatprohibitssodomy,accord—
toboycott
the
state.
ing
to
the
Lambda
Legal
Defense
peopleconvictedofengaginginho—
By noon, lawmakerswereinfull
mosexual
actswithto rapists
registerandwithchild
po— andEducationFund—isnomoreanti—
retreat.
Gaythanthe
restofthecountry.
lice
along
Racicotpromisedaveto,
andthe
"From ourperspective, it‘sapoli—re— Senate,
molesters.
Butafterabarrageofan—
on
a
voice
vote
with
noprovi—
de—
flectionofthetenorofnational
grycallsfromaroundthenation,the
bate,
deletedthe
homosexual
tics,"
said
KenToole,
president
of
Senatehurriedlyrescindedthemea—
from theevenbill.apologized
Republicanforsay—
Sen.
Montananotuniqueto
Human Rights
Net— sion
sureGoodriddance,
Mar. 23. saidHilton, who the
Al
Bishop
work."It‘s
Montana."
ingGayact."
sex is"worsethan aviolent
lastfocused
month,on Montana
ac— sexual
owns
a motel in Hamilton
and
fa— tivistsBefore
had
trying
tore—
vors
Republicans
because
they‘re
Hours
aftertheDemocrats
Senate rescinded
peal
thelaw,state‘s
deviate
sexual
fiscally
conservative.
the
provision,
triedtheto
conduct
which
makes
homo—
"I
think
Gays
are
morally
seize
the
momentum
and
repeal
sexual
acts
between
consenting
wrong,"hesaid."Butit‘sapersonal
underlying
sodomy
law thatThemakes
adults
a felony.
Nobody
on aeither
choice.
Idon‘tfeelthestate‘sgotany
homosexual
acts
a
crime.
pro—
side
ofthe
debate
can
recall
case
business
tryingto
regulate
it."
posal
failed
along
party
lines.
inbutiwhich
the
law
has
been
applied,
Gay—rights
activists
say
voters
That action revealed legislators‘
hope bolict hasbecomeanimportantsym—
truecolors,saidSandraHale,execu—
issue.
thealikeHiltonaretypical,andthey
legislature‘s
quick
retreat
sends
directorofPRIDE!,
Montana‘s
The debatein shifted
whenvoted
all 31to tive
message nationwidetoofarright
to politiciansof Republicans
largest
Gay—rights
group.
the
Senate
whoseagendasstray
"Although they might have
include homosexual
conduct
in a changedtheirvotes,"shesaid,"they
the"Itmainstream.
criminal
sex—offender
registration
was
an
unprecedented,
ex—
certainly
didn‘t change theirLesbians
hearts
bill.Eighteenof19Democratsvoted
tremist
piece
of
legislation
that
and
mindsaboutGaysand
to
leave
i
t
out.
Before
the
Novem—
rightly
caused
a spokeswoman
national outcry,"for ber elections, the Senate consisted and our rights to be first—class citi—
saidRobin
Kane,
theWashington—basedGayandLes— of30Democratsand20Republicans. zens in Montana."
Montana Senate Kills
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Sharon Wray—This isYour Life
A Woman
by Vincent Astor
I have a personal debt to Sharon,
though indirectly. I was one of the
many invited to participate in her
gala 50th birthday party (she was
born in 1937). I didn‘t know so much
about her life and history at the time
and drew a total blank. Fortunately,
there were plenty ofothers who did
and by the time the evening was over,
there were few secrets anymore. I
was one of the youngest people at—
tending who realized that this would
be the last great gathering ofthepio—
neers of Gay/Lesbian Memphis. A
photo of four of the headliners,
Sharon, Dennis Massey, George
Wilson and Billie Jo Casino, has
only one survivor today. This gath—
ering was the inspiration for the
Heritage columns which I write for
this newspaper.
I must have met Sharon Wray
nearly 20 years ago. I remember the
situation with crystal clarity. If you
go to the Construction Site, at Madi—
son and McNeil, you will be inside
a place which has spent most of the
last 25 years as a Gay or Lesbian bar.
It has been called Jackie‘s,
Barbara‘s, and even Sharon‘s but at
the time, it was named Kelsey‘s. One
of the early Muscular Distrophy ben—
efits, in 1976, was to open there and
play later at the Front Page (formerly
at Cleveland and Linden). Next to
what is now the office was (and is) a
storeroom containing, back in the
70s, some rather indimidating fuse
boxes. Well, right before curtain,
something blew. I threw my beads
over my shoulder, hiked up my
gown, climbed over several ob—
stacles and fixed the fuse. The show,
with me in the opening number, be—
gan immediately thereafter. A rather
formidable woman was watching
and we have been friends ever since.
In 1989, she was the first to con—
gratulate me on the evening I was
selected Tsarus Man of the Year. It
is my great pleasure to return the
favor.
She tells me that "I will probably
be running a bar from a wheelchair.
‘I‘ve loved ‘em all because I got
something different from each—
they were all unique. They are kind
of like children, some bad and some
good." She has operated three of the
best—loved bars in the Memphis
community:
the Psych—Out,
Sharon‘s and WKRB in Memphis.
She also operated or had an interest
in many others: the Annex, the
Eighth Day, the Famous Door, the
Pendulum, Backstreet and the
Psych—Out II. She has been named
as partner in many more, some truly
and some not. Her influence has
been great in many situations, and
her support has been solicited for
every major organization formed in
Memphis in the last decade. She has
seldom declined.

of

Influence

Sharon Delight Wray herself has
been in the bar business 25 years.
She first hit the Memphis bar scene
in company with her lover Katie
Vaughan who got involved with a
little saloon on Cleveland near
Jefferson. Katie and her son Johnny
had been involved in several bars but
Katie had a better reputation.
Johnny‘s best known bar was The
Closet, located in the Pinch in a tiny
Reformed Jewish Temple building.
It was during this time that the same—
sex dancing ordinance was over—
turned due to a raid on The Closet.
Katie and Sharon ran a bar they
called the Fruit Jar but it had an old
sign and name which refused to ever
go away—the Psych—Out (called by
certain wags the Dyke—Out).
This saloon was run by Lesbians
but was not in the beginning prima—
rily female. Later it became so. Katie
died in 1975, and Sharon continued
the business. The Psych—Out had a
very long run and was the site of
many benefit shows and a landmark
during the years of police harass—
ment and the slow climb to respéct—
ability. "In those years, if two
policemen even came in the door
you could feel the tension in the air,"
she says. "If a police car was pulled
up in front of a bar, you would make
the block once, twice, maybe three
times before considering going in—
side." There are photos of stages
being draped about with sheets, sto—
ries of dressing rooms in rented
trucks backed up to the rear entrance,
tale after tale of those who became
legends in Memphis having per—
formed early on at the Psych—Out.
Many patrons lived in the neighbor—
hood close by; when the neighbor—
hood changed and other bars became
more attractive it finally closed its
doors.
Sharon‘s began as a rather quiet
and non—committal neighborhood
bar. It was then, in the late 70s, that
another facet of Sharon Wray‘s per—
sonality finally began asserting itself.
"I bought my first biker‘s cap about
1971," she says, "When I first took
notice of leather people [in the James
Dean/Marlon Brando eral I thought,
these people are doing exactly what
they want. I thought it was neat." She
took a risk and welcomed leather
men and women into Sharon‘s.
"People wouldn‘t come in because
they were afraid of what might hap—
pen to them. They didn‘t realize that
leather isn‘t necessarily about S/M
[sado/masochism], and it isn‘t. I feel
friendships go a lot deeper in the
leather scene; there is a bonding
there."
Sharon‘s became successful as
Memphis‘ first leather—friendly Gay
bar. At first, old style leather good .
ole boys tolerated her out of neces—
sity. Then, she became beloved. She
is the only woman ever to be admit—
ted into Tsarus, Memphis oldest

leather/levi club, and has served sev—
eral terms as president. Sharon‘s was
Tsarus‘ first home bar. This year
they have bestowed upon her their,
and perhaps Gay/Lesbian Memphis‘
highest honor, Tsarus Man of the
Year.
The third of these famous bars is
still operating, WKRB in Memphis
(sometimes known as Benefit Cen—
tral). Not only is it the focal point of
the women‘s bar—going community,
but there is seldom a month without
a benefit at WKRB. The dance floor
side has hosted countless events
sponsored by Aphrodite, Southern
Country, MGLCC, Memphis Pride,
Human Response Council, and
many, many individuals. And, of
course, Man of the Year. A run of
Boys in the Band turned this bar into
a theatre and sold it out. It has, at
times, been visited by crowds of
leather folk, hoardes of drag per—
formers, rows of country dancers,
pub crawl revelers, male imperson—
ators, Busch league pool players
from non—Gay bars, and newcomers.
People always find welcome.
Sharon has that knack of being out—
going and friendly toward everyone.
It isn‘t always easy. "You try to be
everything to everybody—mother,
friend, psycholgist, psychiatrist—
that never changes. I hesitate to give
advice because you never know how
that‘s going to affect people. People
come to a bar to drink, or because
they‘re lonely and are looking for
somebody. You can‘t be everything
to everybody, but you‘re there and
people need someone to listen to
them."
She has always supported
women‘s roles in the community and ~
has been a founding memberof both
the Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite and
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Sharon & Friends: ”fbp I. to r.“ Wayne hyIIis"Ne;4/sérné
eorge Wilson
Juanita from Nashville, Gee Gee Parola, Barbara Pierce. Bottom I. to r.:
Sharon presiding as Tsarus president, advertising a benefit with Warren
Kohl, George Wilson and Dennis Massey at her 50th birthday..
From the TJNArchives.

Women of Leather. She also
founded Ladies Plus as a fund—rais—
ing group and was on the original
board of ATEAC/Friends For Life.
She has also exercised influence
in other areas. She attended Agape
New Life Church and has lent sup—
port to Holy Trinity. She champi—
oned the short—lived Human
Response Council because, in her
words, "many Gay men had said
good things about Bettye Griffin and
I thought there couldn‘t be too many
people to do all that was needed to

be done. It was too bad."
She sums her career up herself.
"I‘ve had fun, worked hard—I didn‘t
get this given to me—but it‘s been
good. Everybody isn‘t going to like
you, but I would like people to say,
‘I didn‘t like her, I didn‘t love her,
but I sure did respect her.‘ And if I
had it to do over again, would I do
it? ...Yeah!"
I hate to use her own words to
describe her, but they fit better than
any of mine:
"Neat.....neat!"

Rev. Anne S. Gillis, MS
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Lots To Done,

More To Do

Speaking of cookin‘ we discov—
ered J—Wag‘s Sunday noon buffet
just in time to be treated to some very
hefty home made burgers, cooked
outside. This buffet takes place at the
noon/after church hour, which
means smart leisure diners may en—
joy more than one community buf—
fet on any given Sunday. One
lard—butted diner complained about
the darkness of the finished burger
(it had been glazed with sauce) and
we remarked that in Louisiana the
same lard—butt would have gladly
paid extra to have it blacker than that.
The Crossroads Dreamgirls have
been putting a lot of effort into pro—
duction numbers; Chelsea Valentine
is overseeing a lot of the preparations
and their first production opus For
the Love ofMen was very well re—
ceived. Their goal is one major pro—
duction show per month. Our dear
sister Hunter Johnston happened to
be staffing the Pride table for one of
their Saturday evening events and
had very pleasant things to say about
Danyell, Chelsea and Portia La
Beiga. Glamour was present in the
audience in the persons of several
members of the Memphis

We spent at least four Saturday
evenings out at five different saloons
(not our normal haunts) in the name
of Pride participation. One runs up
on the most fascinating things..........
In case you haven‘t already
heard, Sharon Wray was chosen this
year‘s Tsarus Man of the Year, much
to her genuine surprise. She is the
first and only female member of
Tsarus and has served several terms
as president. Recently, she accepted
honorary member status in order to
devote more time to personal mat—
ters. By coincidence, this made her
eligible to be nominated for (and
selected) Man of the Year. We
wouldn‘t have traded our seat next
to her for $100 cash. You too can
learn all about Sharon and why she
won by reading the handy Heritage
column (thoughtfully provided by
moi) elsewhere in disyere paypah.
In the normal ritual of spring
cleaning, Nikita‘s has completely
revamped the bar/kitchen area for a
nice new look. Shirley tells us that
remodeling continues and that
Nikita‘s will become an even nicer
setting for the cookin‘ that always
seems to be going on.
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continued from page 17
I‘m going to be an uncle—or something. Paul
made his first deposit to the sperm bank to—
day."
"How gross!" said Frank.
"Well, anyway, he did it. He and Claudia
went to the doctor‘s office today — separately,
of course. I mean, that‘s how it‘s done. She‘s
been keeping temp charts for weeks now. She
called last night to say she‘d be driving up from
the lake today. Today is the day her chances
should be highest for conceiving."
"So, he finally agreed to do it," said Helen. "I
never thought he would."
"I know. Paul‘s old—fashioned, you know,
in so many ways. One moment he‘s all for
this baby thing, and the next moment he has
pangs of guilt. Anyhow, he donated today.
He‘s nervous as hell, so please don‘t say any—
thing about it."
"Well, personally, I think you Gays have it
all wrong. You take all the fun out of getting
pregnant. I prefer the old fashioned way. All
these test tubes and turkey basters, or what—
ever the hell they use, bore me."
"I‘ m glad for you and Paul," Frank said, "and
Michelle and Claudia. The kid‘s going to be
damned lucky having two mommies and two
daddies. I can‘t wait to be an aunt."
"Thanks, Frank," Bobby said, sipping his
champagne, "but it may take the kid a little
while to figure you out. Speaking of which,
how‘s it going with that straight policeman
you‘ve been seeing? Have you told him yet?"
"No!" Helen volunteered. "Frank hasn‘t
told him that he‘s not all woman, and I‘ll be
damned if I can figure out how he‘s going to
get out of this one."
>
"I don‘t know either," said Frank.
"Johnny... that‘s his name... is still working
the graveyard shift, but this is his last week on
it. We‘ve talked on the phone, but we haven‘t
really been out. When he‘s on days, we‘ll have
more time to spend together. I‘m in love, guys.
I really am," Frank said, looking a little em—
barrassed.
"But what the hell are you going to do,
Frank?" said Bobby. "That cop‘s in for a big
surprise."
"I don‘t know. Honestly, I don‘t. ‘ll just
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have to have faith. That‘s what my grand—
mother in Memphis always says. If a thing is
right, God will find a way, she says. I know
this is right, so it‘s bound to work out. It has
to." Frank looked out into space a moment,
and then said, "I‘ve been giving some thought
lately to having surgery."
"Well," said Helen, "You‘re not going to
be able to accomplish that in the one week‘s
time you‘ve got before he starts working days."
"I know, Helen, but right now, I just don‘t
want to think about it." Frank went over and
put a quarter in the jukebox. Bette Midler‘s
Wind Beneath My Wings began to play.
Helen looked askance at Bobby. "You
won‘t believe how many times I‘ve had to lis—
ten to that song. I‘m not sure I can count that
high. Frank plays it all the time, every time
he‘s here. That song was playing when he first
met Johnny, so he thinks it‘s some kind of
omen. He says it‘s ‘their song.‘ I‘m sick of it."
Helen waited until the record was almost
finished; then she reached over and flipped on
the television set. "Oprah‘s on," she an—
nounced. "I think her guest today is a two—
headed moon monster who claims to be the
love child of Elvis. I‘m sorry, Frank, but I just
can‘t listen to that song one more time."
The last of Wind Beneath My Wings was
winding down as the television came on. Sud—
denly the regularly scheduled show was inter—
rupted by a news bulletin. "There‘s been a
shooting at a Seven/Eleven store at Forty—Sev—
enth and Main," the announcer read. "A city
policeman, off duty at the time, happened upon
a robbery in progress. In the melee that ensued,
the policeman was shot. He was rushed to St.
Joseph‘s Hospital, where he is reported to be in
critical condition. The policeman‘s identity has
not been released, pending notification ofthe fam—
ily. An on—the—scene witness said the robber got
away in an older model green Oldsmobile."
In the background, the final notes of Wind
Beneath My Wings faded away. Frank, his skin
pasty white and glistening, moaned, "It‘s Johnny!
I know it is. So handsome... so neat in his uni—
form... It‘s my Johnny." Frank slid off the bar
stool and fell to the floor in a formless heap. "He‘s
been killed. He‘s dead... he‘s dead... I know he
is..."
To be continued.
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Do You Want A Better Sex Life?

AIDS Awareness Night A Great Success

The education department of
Friends For Life HIV Resources has
been funded to continue to conduct
workshops targeting men who have
sex with men during 1995. In addi—
tion to the general workshop target—
ing this population, they will also be
offering a workshop specifically for
African American men who have
sex with men. This particular work—
shop will be presented in collabora—
tion with Black & White Men
Together/Memphis. Both work—
shops will offer an environment
where participants can share their
most intimate thoughts without judg—
ment. Both workshops will provide
opportunities for participants to face
fears and concerns in the age of HIV
disease.
Food, music, candid dialogue,

Enthusiastic, appreciative, eager,
interesting, receptive, glad, fun, ex—
cited, successful ... just a few terms
Friends For Life volunteers and the
bar patrons used in describing
1995s first quarterly AIDS Aware—
ness Night Outreach effort. On the
weekend prior to Valentine‘s Day,
the volunteers performed outreach to
six local bars — Amnesia, Club 501,
Cross Roads, Mad Dog Mary‘s,
Pipeline, and Club X—Scape. They
came bearingflowers, gifts, buttons,
bumper stickers, safer sex Kits, and
literature.
During this outreach, they also
conducted a survey targeting men
who have sex with men. The infor—
mation obtained from the survey will
be used to improve Friends For Life
services to this group. The response
from the bar patrons was over—
whelming according to volunteers.
People were very receptive in assist—
ing in collecting the data.
The next quarterly AAN outreach
is scheduled for June 10th in conjunc—
tion with Memphis Gay Pride 1995.

and fun will be components of each
workshop presented and the work—
shops will focus on removing barri—
ers to practicing safer sex to prevent
infection and reinfection.
The workshops are free and open
for both couples and singles. Both
workshops will be offered in the lat—
ter part of April. For dates and de—
tails, please contact Anthony Reed
at 272—0855.
Participants of workshops con—
ducted in 1994 gave high praise to
the relevance and level of informa—
tion presented in that program. We
have updated and enhanced that pro—
gram for 1995. If you are concerned
about the impact that HIV disease
has had on your sex life, attend a
workshop. You will learn some new
tricks and have fun at the same time.

In A New Light:
Sex Unplugged
Young people in America are
having sex in record numbers, and
it‘s not too hard to see why. Every—
where young people turn, messages
bombard them about passion and
sexuality. These messages are rarely
coupled with lessons on the risks and
consequences of being sexually ac—
tive in the 90s.
°
Teen pregnancies are on the rise,
as are the rates of sexually transmit—
ted diseases among young people.
AIDS is now the leading killer of
people ages 25—44, many of whom
were infected as teens.
On Thurs., June 1, people across

the country will gather to watch In
A New Light: Sex Unplugged, a cut—
ting—edge, one—hour ABC television
special about young people caught
between so many conflicting mes—
sages. Included among the topics
will be safer sex, early detection and
intervention, disease prevention, an
yes, abstinence.
In A New Light: Sex Unplugged,
promises to attract a diverse view—
ing audience. It is definitely some—
thing you would not want to miss!
Check your local TV guide for more
information concerning time.

New Treatment Info
Service Available
The Department of Health and
Human Services has established a
new telephone and computer AIDS
treatment information service which
can be reached Monday through Fri—
day, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.(EST). The ser—
vices is staffed by health information
specialists fluent in English and
Spanish. These specialists will pro—
vide information—but not advice— on
all federally approved treatments for

HIV and AIDS. Telephone users can
access the service by calling 1—800—
HIV—O0440. Computer users with a
modem can access the data base by
calling
1—800—952—4426 and logging on
as HSTAT. The service is also avail—
able through Internet. A TDD ser—
vice is also included.
—from EPI—News, January 1995.

If you are interested in being a
part of this and other outreach ef—
forts, the Friends For Life Education
Department will be conducting an
AIDS Awareness Night Volunteer
Outreach Worker training in May.
This will be a three to four hour in—
teractive training covering agency
services, outreach strategies, a re—
view of basic HIV/AIDS informa—
tion with emphasis on correct usage
of protective barriers against HIV
infection, and educational updates.

Upon completion of the training,
participants will be placed in teams
to provide outreach to assigned bars.
As a component of our AIDS
Awareness Night Outreach, FFL
supplies the local bars with a steady
supply of safer sex kits.
Please call Anthony Reed to get
additional information about or to
volunteer for AIDS Awareness
Night Outreach.

It‘s Just Around the Bend. ..

Mother‘s Day
1995

Campaign Targets
Congress
Mothers‘ Voices‘ fourth annual
Mother‘s Day Card Campaign is
underway. Specially designed
Mother‘s Day cards, demanding
more AIDS research, holds up to fif—
teen signatures. Bring them along
for signing wherever you go—
work, meetings, school, church or
synagogue, support groups, sport—
ing events, volunteer activities,
where you shop and where you have
your hair cut. Each card will be
hand delivered to Congress by
moms in time for Mother‘s day.
Last year more than a quarter of a
million signatures were collected.
Stop by the Friends for Life office
and pick up a card and any infor—
mation needed to ensure that your
voice and others will be heard in
Washington on Mother‘s Day.
Mailing deadline is April 28.

Gay

Pride

River

Ride

June ??, 1995
Tickets on Sale May 1

A LIGHT SOCIAL AFTERNOON ENGAGEMENT
FOR PERSONS LIVING WITH AIDS AND THEIR FRIENDS

FROM 5 P.M. UNTIL 7 P.M.
PIPELIN

SEMINAR FOR
BETTER LIVING

Friends For Life
Food Pantry Wish List

"Living Wills"
deodorant » shampoo » razors ®
Thursday, April 27
3 p.m.

baby diapers — toilet paper
pasta » cream soup

American Red
Cross
1400 Central Ave

canned veggies — cereal
TO BENEFIT FRIENDS FOR LIFE
canned meat!

April 1995

"Her voice is strong and her
songs can be powerfullly political
and very funny," says New
Directtonsfor Women . For the past
four years, she‘s been voted a favor—
ite by the readers of HotWire, a na—
tional journal of women‘s music and
culture; in 1993, she was voted in
six categories — including all—time
favorite performer, favorite emcee,
and the one she‘s most proud of, best
baton twirler. Jamie was featured on
the Septernber 1992 cover of Hot
Wire.
Jamie is a versatile performer
who has been touring nationally
since 1987. She has played in every—
thing from coffeehouses to concert
halls, in over 80 cities in 39 US.
states, in Canada and in the West
Indies; she has performed at almost
every women‘s music festival in the
US. In April of 1993, she played at
the National March on Washington
for Gay, Lesbian and Bi Rights (with
over one million people in atten—
dance); her performance was fea—
tured on CNN. She figures she‘s out
to everyone now.

the slick Nashville—style song that
asks the important question
"Wynona Why Not?" Both cuts
were produced by Lisa Koch (of Dos
Fallopia and Venus Envy). Also in—
cluded is the demented folk song
"Sweet Maiden," and several songs
from Jamie‘s first two albums.
A Family of Friends, an excit—
ing sampler of women‘s music re—
leased in spring 1993, was
co—produced by Jamie. She also co—
wrote the title song and contributed
one song of her own. This variety
packed CD/tape features songs from
Alix Dobkin, June and Jean
Millington, Venus Envy, and many
more. The beautifiul title cut was
recorded with Deidre McCalla.
Margie Adam, Cris Williamson, and
others. This song was featured in the
Winter 1993 issue of Sing Out!. an
international journal of folk music;
choirs from all over the country are
including the song in their repertoire.
Jamie‘s soothing alto voice and
personable stage rnanner is an asset
to any stage. She loves to perform
— Just don‘t ask her to park any cars.

Dnny
Grant Dies
Danny Grant, 35, died Feb. 22
at Rosewood Manor of complica—
tions from AIDS.
An actor, Grant won
Nashville‘s First Night Award for
Outstanding Lead Actor in a Play
for his performance in the Nash—
ville production of Vampire Les—
bians ofSodom. In other Nashville
performances, he starred in Closer
Than Ever, Eastern Standard and
Torch Song Trilogy at Actot‘s
Playhouse, as well as Peg for
Circle Players and Psycho Beach
Party at Poverty Playhouse.
Grant was also a member ofthe
Los Angeles Gay Men‘s Chorus.
Grant is survived by his lover,
John Alan Herbers; his son An—
drew Shakespeare; his parents,
two sisters, and a brother.
A memorial service was held
Mar. 5 at First Congregational
Church in Memphis with another
planned for Apr. 23 at Hollywood
United Methodist Church in Los
Angeles.
In lieu offlowers, the family re—
quests that any memorials be made
to Friends For Life HIV Re—
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Jamie Anderson‘s
Bad Hair Day

Jamie‘s newest recording, Bad

funniest songs. Included is the
tongue—in—cheek "Love Song" and
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Memphis WALKS IN THE PARK: Rick,. 35
brn/brn must 510, 180 like out to dinner,
walks in the park movies shopping and get
togethers, iso 18—30 race not impt 236497
Nashville THE RIGHT THIRD: Gary and
John, we are monog gay couple looking for
poss three way with the right one, no age
barrier, like to give us a call— we‘ll talk to you
then— #236415
Chattanooga TENNIS AND TRAVEL: Scott
26 GWM profil 511, 195, grn/auburn hairy
med build, like to travel, outdoors, tennis non
smoker, occ drinker quiet eves, at home iso
GBM or GHM prof 24—34 good build,
energetic spont with sim int— give me a call

GRAB

HERE‘S HOW IT WORKS:

2) To record your FREE
Memphis personal ad
Call: 1—800—546—MENN
(We‘ll print it here)

Nashville 20 GBM looking for men 20—25,
int are dining out movies, clubs, having a
great time looking for a rel also if you‘d
like give me a call — #236953

3) To pick—up messages
from your existing ad
Call: the 900 number &
Press the star key (+)

Memphis GOOD FRIENDS: Good
friends make the best lovers iso a #
good friends, Jerry, 163 Black Bi
Male, Ikg for a fit BM Bi between
30 and 40 like to work out with this
person, spend time and have a good
relationship, serious only pls! #36892

Due to our large volume of calls,
if you can‘t get thru, simply try
yourcall later.
Questions Call: 1—415—281—3183
Nashville WANNA PLAY? 38 Guy WM,
Ikg for other bi males, want to play around,
discretion guaranteed, anything goes—
#36561
Nashville AFTERNOON FUN: Roger,
GWM, dom, Ikg for some guys to get with
and have some fun, afts and eves— 236648
Recording your ad:
Figure out what you want to say
before calling in. Write down what
you want to say. Keep it short and
simple. Just describe yourself and
for.

Our

computerized system will walk you
through the rest. Have a pen ready to
write down your box number.

Nashville LOOKING FOR A 3RD:
GWCouple iso 3rd mutual party for get
togethers drinks dinners fun, 47 and22
mustaches
iso tos/btm with must/
beards 510 and 6‘ poss into leather scene,
give us a call — thanks— #236874

Chattanooga SHARE TIME WITH ME:
GWM 30, looking for someone between 18—
36, 185, 6‘, dk/hzl, Ikg for someone to share
time with, friends first, new to area, pls call—
©36908

1) To respond to these
ads & browse others
Call: 1—900—737—GAYS

looking

Martin OUTDOORSMAN: Jeff, like
outdoors, hunting and fishing, like to get to
know someone in the area call me— 236756—

Chattanooga HAIRY DADDY BEAR: Paul,
38, looking for an older 40—50 aggr hairy
daddy bear over 6‘+ beard/mustache, a plus
give me a call for friendship, poss more—
236893

THAT PHONE!

what you‘re

Coupeville SPORTS AND QUIET EVES:
Jim, 34 iso rel oriented guy, non smoker iso
same, 6‘, 180, like sports, quiet eves, iso
someone to settle down, like to take care of
myself, work out iso serious type of person not
into bar scene, age not impt #3

Nashville BOY TOY: looking for a personal
boy toy — eager to please and serve, to have
some fun, travel through bi male 29 good
shape work out, iso same, bd respect limits, if
this appeals to you— Iv a message— #237008
Nashville MUSCLE BOYS: Athletic tp, 6‘1
190, very hands hot and well equipped iso
Bodybuilders jocks and muscle boysfor big
brother coach fantasy #37088
Knoxville BLONDE TALL AND TAN: GWM
25 511 195 brn/ seeking long term rel, like
travel, iso bind tall tan hansome muse 21—25
#37013
Memphis MARRIED? OK! 27 BWM profil
diser 5°8 155, gd shape gdlkg like 25—40
professional WM married ok, morning early
aft or eve encounters— like hairy body a plus Iv
a message #36937
Nashville MASCULINE ONLY: Quality
prof‘l, iso 20—45 to serve my needs, mase
types only— #37177
Nashville ORIENTAL MEN: GWM, iso hot
oriental man, pls Iv a message— appreciate
hearing from lets share each other‘s culture,
love to kiss, if ur the type for me, Iv a
message— #223090
TSU SCOTT 22, brn/brn,
GWM 122, 5511, student, like
, someone who knows ow to
, have a good time—#35073
Nashville COLLEGE
STUDENT: Thomas, GAM
29, student, like to meet
k people to hang out and
k
have a good time—
#35185

Nashville HAIRY TALL
MEN: GWM couple 47
and 22, beards and
must iso third for
dinner drinks and
maybe more, Ikg
for hairy tall
men, 510+ 6‘
one of the
couple into
leather,
cars,
movies, just
quiet time
and fun, give
us a call—
#36978
Tullahoma ONE, OR
TWO... Glendale—5‘10
brn/blu 32, passive
looking for dom male
or male couple, in the
area for weekend
fun— 236995

Nashville MASCULINE HAIRY MEN: Ken,
Chattanooga BI
mase guy, 40 looking for mase hairy guy,
. CURIOUS: Bill,
single, wants to get together eves at my house,
never been with
if ur int give me a call— #36649
a man before,
curious, very
Tullahoma HOT DADDIES: Glendale,
ready and
Looking for a hot top or daddy to show me the
excited, give
ropes want to service a good man in the
me a call now!
Nashville area, like to talk first or whatever
#37004
©36805

wanting to meet guys in the area, active
outdoors things, around my age, give me a call—
#35275
Knoxville INTIMATE TIMES: Charles, 39, 59,
155, dk hair, mod build, like movies dining, and
intim times @ home, Ikg for a good time, lets see
what we can get nf0 235383

Chattanooga QUALITY PERSON: Jay, you
are a gay male 18—40 attr athl, mase, and
pos,l‘M GWM 28 145 56, brn/blu hairy and
all of the above iso a qual person to be with—
#36216

Clarksville BRENT 35, loking for a male between
27—35, if interested give me a call— 235561
Nashville CHRIS GWM 19, iso GBM 18—25
for a ser monog rel — #235415
Cleveland FILL ME UP: Phil, like tobe filled
and touched, 26, want to meet 18—26 bi or
gay, 235426
f
a
Knoxville HOT AND SLIM: Mitch, gdlkg—34
bi, int in meeting hot young slim guys for
encounters only— #35440 .
Memphis WALKS AND TALKS: GBM, 6‘1,
155, slim build, honest caring and secure, iso
serious men enjoys walks talks and dining out,
btm iso tp for friendship or rel— #35544
Nashville FEMININE CD: very soft fem and
CD looking for a big man, huge man, muscle
bound give me a call— discreet Corbett, vers
fora big boy: £35675
Nashville AMERICAN INDIAN: David, iso
American Indian/Mexican/Military 30—45, for
companion or rel, let‘s talk— #235694
Nashville A LITTLE LEATHER: Jason, 30,
6‘2, binde/grn, 185, new to area, would like
to meet someone nearby, just into a little
leather, like to learn alot more,like to try some
difff things, whatever comes up, if ur int, give
me a call— #6371
Chattanoga LOOKING FOR ROMANCE:
Mark, 32, 62, 142, bind/grn int in older
men, from the area for romance poss rel, just
a good hearted man with a sense of humor—
#30912

sPrine.
FEVER?
as needed.
Mow!

Nashville TOP FLYERS: Jeff, 36, WM 6‘ iso
young WM into top flying— #235266
Paris LOOKING FOR DADDY: Christian,
24, 6, 190 bind/blu iso father son
relationship— #236034
Chattanooga GWM COUPLE 20s 6‘ 150
510 170 iso another GWM or couple 20s
goodlooking in the area— give us a call— #236338
Nashville TELL ME YOUR FANTASY:
Danny, 30 WM, fem side looking for a man
that can bring it out, all sorts of fantasies, iso
someone real special to understand me and let
me be myself, like to tell you about my
fantasies #36307
»
Nashville WANTS TO TRAIN: Roger, iso
subm into SM BD and will train, give me a
call— #36374

Knoxville LOVES SPORTS: Darrell, 61,
205, brn/hzl, into running all kinds of sports,
looking for 25—35 if ur int Iv a message in my
box— #35848
Nashville COUPLES TOO! Keith, int in
meeting some guys to have some fun, like
couples foo! #36207
Chattanooga I KNOW YOURE THERE:
Jay, know youre out there 18—40 mase love =
life + 28 gwm 56, 128 brn/blu hairy and all
of the above iso a qual person to enjoy life
with, | know weve been looking but wejust
havent found each other yet #236216
*"

Memphis
PHYSICALLY
ACTIVE: Kenneth GM —
23 61 162 iso
someone who phys
ctive, film theatre
usic iso intimate
ienship with 24—36
open mind and spirit
lv a message—
#35232
i Knoxville OUTDOOR
E THINGS: Jason, 23,
6‘4 180, brn/brn,

Memphis LOOKING FOR A FRIEND:
Chad 5‘3 140, looking for guys in the
Nashville area to be friends with, give me a
call— #36240
Nashville MATURE MEN: Don, late 40s, grt
shape work out love to meet someone in the
area around 30, appreciate mature older
men, give me a call if ur interested give me a
call #235857
Nashville FOOTBALL PLAYERS BUILD:
Eric 6‘1, 210, football players build, singer,
int in finding a man that would be willing to
appreciate my dreams— outgoing, like to be
happy #36052

—

Use personals

DOMINANTS &
SUBMISSIVES
1—900—903—2326
18+, $1.99/MIN. c/s 415—281—8183

April 1995

T_
CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non— WI 53716, USA, phone (608) 244—0072.
commercialads FREE. Limit of30 words The Midwest Womyn‘s Autumnfest is a
(includingaddressorphonenumber) and one—day womyn‘s music festival which
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
will be held on Sat., Sept. 23, 1995 in
Box. Please specify ifyou wantto use our Northern Illinois. For further information,
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
please write/call Athena productions at:
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
217 S. Second Street, Suite 193 Dekalb,
minimum. Phonenumbers andzip codes
IL 60115, (815) 758—0739, (708) 786—
are free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
5377.
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
BrEp & BREAKFAST
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111— s
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
writing and must include your name and furnished with antiques offers
a telephone number where you can be accommodations to men and women.
reached to verify the ad. If you would Homeis located insmall Tennessee River
likeacopyoftheissueyouradappears town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
country dinner with complimentary wine.
in, pleasesend$1.00to coverpostage.
Area
activities include: boating, walking
ANNOUNCEMENTS
trails,
antiqueshops, auctions. Your hosts
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not are available to assist with planning local
automatically be re—run. Announcements activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
andclassifieds mustbere—submittedeach
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
month, inwriting, bythe 15thofthe month.
of privacy inafunvacationarea. Exclusive
FEM: An Anthology of Lesbian Sexuality
resortfor men & women. Hottub. Country
and Gender Identity, edited by Lynnie
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Levy and Jade River, is seeking
~Rt4, Box 155, EurekaSprings, AR 72632,
submissions from fems and the women
(501) 253—5283.
who love them. Send SASE for more The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
information to the address below.
1896. Locatedon Eureka Springs Historic
Submissions should be 250 to 5000
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
words—typed, double—spaced or on a
comfort but still maintaining its old world
3.5 disc formatted fro Mac. Please list
© application in writing and include a printout charm, elegance & romance. Picturesque
of your submission. If you would like your tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Glen,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
work returned, pleaseenclose an
(501) 253—9010.
appropriately sized and stamped self—
For RENT
addressed envélope. Submissions
Midtown—4/5 bedroom, LR, DR, BR and
deadline is 8/1/95. Send submissions to
2 bath. References recquired. Call 276—
FEM FATALE. PO Box 6021, Madison,
2334.
f

Ja

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE _____ZIP
CITY
PHONE
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN38111—0485
Yourself or

Massace
YOU DESERVE THE BEST
California trained, certified bodyworker
offeringtherapeuticandsportsmassage.
1‘/, hours, byappointment, outcall only.
Personahzed gift certificates available.
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—9768.
MopELs
Cigar Smoking Biker and my nationwide
buddys get down n dirty from coast to
coast. FromTLCtoraunch, all callers 18+
are welcome. 1—800—TBX—CHAT ext. 46
or 1—800—829—2428 ext. 46. This call is
100% free.
Young models wanted, Gay or straight,
white or Oriental, St. Louis to New
Orleans—for magazines and photo sets.
Write for application (include photo):
Models, PO Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485.
PERSONALS
Attractive, All—American swimmer, 6‘0",
175#, available for massage and/or
modeling services. All—around nice guy
with no attitudewill helpyou relieve stress
and tension. Call and leave your number:
(901) 537—6772, anytime.
Attractive GWM, 30, 56", 130#, blond,
graduate student,. likes: computers,
altemative music, progressive politics,
New Age, physical fitness, cute dudes.
Write: Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR
72635.
Attractive, talented GWM, 28 seeks fun—
loving, adventurous GWM under 35 for
nights out and weekend adventures.
Looking for friendship and/or more. if
compatible. Let‘sgooutfordinner, drinks,
or whatever—MP, 676 Germantown
Parkway #306, Cordova, TN 38018.
BiBM, 28, 62", 170#, likes sports and
weight—lifting. Seeks black HS or collge
jocks 18—22forfun/sex. WriteAndre, Box
20983, NYC, NY 10129—0009. Call (212)
410—2302.
David, love—My A.F. just got back from
Texas! Ridden hard and put up wet. I‘d
say eat your heart out... if you had one!
Love, Mule.
Fun—loving GWM, 35, 59", BR, GR, 150
slim pounds. Boyish build, very adult
mind, adventurousbottomseeksfuntops.
Married and Bi, ok. Discretion
assured and appreciated. No
fats, fems, or druggies, please!
Have some fun—take a walk on
the wild side. J.B. (901) 358—
2089 (leave message).
Gay man, 25 seeks Gay or
straight female for marriage.
Write to: Dept. T—04, PO Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—
0485.
GM, 25 seeks female for mutual
beneficialarrangement.Writeto:
Dept. G—04, PO Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
GWM, 5410", 180# 35 yrs old,
average looks, dark hair, brown
eyes, very busy business owner
seeks GM under 30, any race,
for friendship or possible
relationship. Send phototo: Rick,
PO Box 1397, Southaven, MS

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
:

1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00pm
Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm
Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm
Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
8:00 pm
Sunday
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last
Thurs.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoho lics Anonymous)
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Friday
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
6:00pm
Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Friday
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian
community. Business meetings are on the last Wednesday of
the month at 6:30 pm.
k Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal Newj

38671.
Lost—One bright pink "food trough"—
Sylvia Dollar‘s favorite, also one 50 Ib.
bagofAlpo (gravystyle). Tendollarreward
for return of Sylvia‘s trough! No questions
asked. Call Steve from Alliance or our
home bar—501, 274—8655.
Seeking cruising scouts to explore and
documentwheremen cruise. Nationwide
from rural to big cities. Your list & #10
SASE gets mine: Allen Adams, POB
1312, Wilson, NC 27894—1312.
Wanted: Artists, craftsmen, t—shirtmakers,
etc. for new Gay gift bizarre. Call Steve:
358—2089 in Memphis.

Roommates
Roommate ads and other ads are FREE
in the classified personals of the Triangle
Journal News. Deadline is the 15th of
every month.

INTERlTrmeetsevay
month at Calvary

Epixoplfdwrdi Momﬂus
Format

__/

\oAfoams

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, buthave
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
(* Indicates TINdistribution points.)
:

ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
CherokeeAdult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
a 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station @ 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd ## 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s #4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Apartment Club*: 343 Madison # 525—
9491
Club 501*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
Club 505*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
Coffee Cellar*: 3573 Southem # 320—7853.
Construction Site*: 1474 Madison # 278—
4313.
Crossroads*: 102 N. Cleveland ## 725—
8156.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Mad Dog Mary‘s Saloon & Grill*: 92 N

Avalon # 276—0009.
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill*: 2117 Peabody Ave
« 272—1700.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
9843.
The Edge*: 532 South Cooper
= 272—3036.
WKRB in Memphis*: 1528 Madison
# 278—9321.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
X—scape*: 227 Monroe # 528—8344.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem®*: Feminist Book Store » 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
# 327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office
# 388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP Memphis: # 226—6502.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center ## 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Dr., Memphis 38128.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American GayAtheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
a 452—5894.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League
1929 Evelyn Ave. # 272—3875.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 3956
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387—
1567.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization » Box 40389,

Memphis 38174—0389 # 272—0855 or Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
# 272—0855.
Memphis 38174—1082.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians: U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Information # 725—4898.
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
Gay Teen Support Group: Tuesdays 7—
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
8:30, Gerry Wright # 388—6110.
M 38152.
Gays OffCleveland Street (GOCS): Social WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Group + c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Lamar # 272—9843.
# 678—3339.
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic Wings: Social Club » Box 41784, Memphis
Environment (GRACE): Support group
38174—1784.
for Catholics & their
Meets every
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd & 4th Thurs. Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
Information: # 725—5237. John.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Girth & Mirth of Tennessee: Statewide The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
men‘s social group for larger men & their
board + 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
admirers « P.O. Box 40773, Memphis,
COUNSELING SERVICES
38174—0773 # 354—0155.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personalgrowth, spintual
counseling, altemative healing # 725—
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm;
4898.
Bible study: Wed. 7:30pm; 1559 Madison
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
a 726—9443.
1284.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, MarthaFoschini, PhD: Individual & Group
Therapy » 1835 Union Ave., Suite 203 #
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm «c/o Calvary
726—1284.
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd ## 525—
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
6602.
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
familycounseling, rebirthing#761—3435.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: 1698 Belvedere
Patricia
Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Ct., Memphis 38104 ## 278—1190 (Aaron
Psychological Counselor + Simmons,
Foster).
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold
Loving Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
Rd, Ste 316 # 369—6050.
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
* Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 @ 725—6730.
767—1066.
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550. Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
K.
A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Center (MGLCC)*: 1486 Madison,
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 # 726—
Mailing Address: Box 41074, Memphis
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
38174 # 726—5790.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
3880.
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box41074=z —
Joyce
Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
728—GAYS or 458—6023.
Group Counseling # 761—9178.
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
for 12—step recovery programs < 1488 Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
therapy + Fully Alive! # 323—2078
Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
Sliding fee scale.
1461, or 327—3676.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, &Transgendered Pride Events Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes,
accounting, estate planning 753—1413.
* Box 3956 Memphis 38173 # 320—
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner#
9015 Vincent Astor.
274—2524.
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
support group + Box 11232, Memphis Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 #
38111—0232 # Barbara Jean 353—2612
458—0152.
(evenings).
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Group: David Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
accounting services # 726—9082.
Whitehead ax 324—4865.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
FLORISTS
Memphis 38111—0042 #278—0961.
Botanica: 944 S. Cooper, #274—5767, 1—
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Memphis 38174—1822.
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
National Organization for Women
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174— Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
0982 # 276—0282.
Ave. #274—8103.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Park East Florist: 6005 Park #761—2980.
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center Sweetpeas: 3175 Poplar # 324—6873.
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Parents & FriendsofLesbiansAnd Gays Barr Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie/
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis 38187—
Nadine # 366—7920.
2031 # 761—1444.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
454—1414.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 #
Riot GRRL: Womyninterested infeminism
278—5002.
* Box 22354, Memphis 38111 # 276— it‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing
0282 (Meristem).
service—resumes, thesis, manuscripts,
Safe Harbor MCC: Rob Morgan #272—
etc. # 795—4308.
1022.
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
distinctive nature photography + Joe
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Pfeiffer = 272—1207.
Southern Country Memphis: Country Pr1mt1e1rs Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
Western Dance Club # 278—9321 or
411.
274—8655.
RK Photo: BMW & Color photo services.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
Business, event, personal photography,
transexual women (male to female) #
& post card advertlsmg # 452—2766.
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Sge7-go Portraits & photography # 327—
Stonewall Mission Church:A Progressive
Christian Church « Sun. Service 6:30 That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
campaigns, letterhead, etc. a 761—2980.
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
Women‘s leather org. 3293 RennersCN
= 372—4426.

HELP & INFORMATIONLINES
Affirmation: = (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—
7431 (24 hr. help & information for
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
transexuals)
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 728—
GAYS + 7:30—11pm.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: #(617)899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 #
526—7526 (24 hrs).
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 #525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
806, # 523—8912
MASSAGE SERVICES
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
massage, therapeutic touch and
preparation for movement. By
appointment only. a 527—2273.
Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
by appointment. # 377—7701.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
Massage by Jim: Men & women welcome
# pager 541—0579.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 761—7977
or Beeper 575—1230.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
massage by appointment. Please call
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
MEDIA
Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90, Box 41773,
Memphis 38174.
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—
paperfocusing on addictions & recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Nashville TN ## (901) 377—7963.
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 #
454—1411.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
0521.
Dolls & Bears: Doll Shop » 3263 NWatkins
# 357—8600.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
narian, Memphis Area # (901) 465—
2699. For emergency care call # (901)
533—5084.
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &

appliance repair # 274—7011.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
Second # 525—5302.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
Flea Market).
Have BarWill Travel: Bartendingfor private
functions » LisaGray (The Peabody Hotel)
# 726—5910.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
meditation classes ## 682—0855.
John In Charge: Household & office
cleaning, errands, a personal valet #
272—2316.
Kings Interior Painting: # 745—3300.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
2853.
MT‘s Bakery: Gay and Lesbian Wedding
Cakes A Specialty, MaryJaneor Theresa,
2127 Frayser Blvd. # 358—6689 or 388—
2376.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447
National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
Mid—Town Hair*: 1926 Madison, Memphis
38104. = 278—2199.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings « 960 South Cooper @x 725—
0049.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
housesitting bycompetent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
Quality Electronics: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell a 363—5554.
Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell # 363—5554.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders ## 948—
3998
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson ®
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
2089.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar #682—
2170. .:
Tropical Impressmns Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon 3700 S. Mendenhall #
794—3047 or 365—9716.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service: Sandra
& Troy Whittington # 685—8410. Free
estimates, 24 hr. service.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments 194 Looney Ave. # 525—

GlennMoore Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 8540455
Kris Pelts,Affiliate Broker, DeCaro Realty:
5545 Murray Road Suite 100 # 767—3100.
Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
Company: 54 S. Cooper#278—4380, Fax
278—4390.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. =r 323—9332
CircuitPlayhouse: 1705 PoplarAve. #726—
5521
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Rd. Ext. # 683—9801.
Madison Ave. News & Tobacco, Co.: 1865
Madison # 726—5118.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850
Peabody #
725—8800.
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